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Dynamic languages, such as JavaScript, employ string-to-code primitives to turn dynamically generated text into executable
code at run-time. These features make standard static analysis extremely hard if not impossible because its essential data
structures, i.e., the control-flow graph and the system of recursive equations associated with the program to analyze, are
themselves dynamically mutating objects. Nevertheless, assembling code at run-time by manipulating strings, such as by eval
in JavaScript, has been always strongly discouraged since it is often recognized that “eval is evil", leading static analyzers to
not consider such statements or ignoring their effects. Unfortunately, the lack of formal approaches to analyze string-to-code
statements pose a perfect habitat for malicious code, that is surely evil and do not respect good practice rules, allowing them
to hide malicious intents as strings to be converted to code and making static analyses blind to the real malicious aim of the
code. Hence, the need to handle string-to-code statements approximating what they can execute, and therefore allowing the
analysis to continue (even in presence of dynamically generated program statements) with an acceptable degree of precision,
should be clear. In order to reach this goal, we propose a static analysis allowing us to collect string values and to soundly
over-approximate and analyze the code potentially executed by a string-to-code statement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The possibility of dynamically building code instructions as the result of text manipulation is a key aspect in
dynamic programming languages. In this scenario, programs can turn text, which can be built at run-time,
into executable code [53]. These features are often used in code protection and tamper resistant applications,
employing camouflage for escaping attack or detection [46], in malware, in mobile code, in web servers, in code
compression, and in code optimization, e.g., in Just-in-Time (JIT) compilers, employing optimized run-time code
generation.
While the use of dynamic code generation may simplify considerably the art and performance of programming,
this practice is also highly dangerous, making the code prone to unexpected behaviors and malicious exploits of
its dynamic vulnerabilities, such as code/object-injection attacks for privilege escalation, database corruption,
and malware propagation. It is clear that more advanced and secure functionalities based on string-to-code
statements could be permitted if we better master how to safely generate, analyze, debug, and deploy programs
that dynamically generate and manipulate code.
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vd, ac, la = "";
v = "wZsZ"; m = "AYcYtYiYvYeYXY ";
tt = "AObyaSZjectB ";
l = "WYSYcYrYiYpYtY.YSYhYeYlYlY ";
while (i+=2 < v.length)
vd = vd + v.charAt(i);
while (j+=2 < m.length)
ac = ac + m.charAt(j);
ac += tt.substring(tt.indexOf ("O"), 3);
ac += tt.substring(tt.indexOf ("j"), 11);
while (k+=2 < l.length)
la = la + l.charAt(k);
d = vd + "=new " + ac + "(" + la + ")";
eval(d);
Fig. 1. A potentially malicious obfuscated JavaScript program.
There are lots of good reasons to analyze programs building strings that can be later executed as code. An
interesting example is code obfuscation. Recently, several techniques have been proposed for JavaScript code
obfuscation1, meaning that also client-side code protection is becoming an increasingly important problem
to be tackled by the research community and by practitioners. Consider, for example, the JavaScript program
fragment in Fig. 1 where strings are manipulated, de-obfuscated [27], combined together into the variable d and
finally transformed into executable code, the statement ws=new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell). This command,
in Internet Explorer, opens a shell which may execute malicious commands. The command is not hard-coded
in the fragment but it is built at run-time and the initial values of i,j and k are statically unknown, such as the
number of iterations of the loops in the fragment. Hence, it is not always possible to simply ignore eval without
accepting to lose the possibility of analyzing the rest of the program.
The problem. A major problem in presence of dynamic code generation is that static analysis becomes extremely
hard if not even impossible. This happens because program’s essential data structures, such as the control-
flow graph and the system of recursive equations associated with the program to analyze, are themselves
dynamically mutating objects. In a sentence: ”You can’t check code you don’t see” [10]. Indeed, the only sound
1 x = 1;
2 a = 1;
3 y = "a++;";
4 while (x<10)
5 y = concat(y, y);
6 eval(y);
7 x++;
way analyses have to overcome the execution of code they “don’t see" is to
suppose that a string-to-code statement can do anything, i.e., it can generate
any possible memory. Hence, when reaching such a statement, an analysis
may continue but by accepting to lose any previously gathered information.
Let us show this situation on a simple but expressive enough example. Con-
sider the code on the left, where there is a variable x independent from what
is dynamically executed in y. Suppose we are interested in analyzing the
range of the variable x inside the loop, i.e., at line 5. Executing the code, we can observe that the range of x at line
5 is precisely [1, 9], and this would be the result of any interval analysis on the code without line 6. Unfortunately,
the presence of eval makes it impossible, for existing analyses, to know whether there is any “statically hidden"
(i.e., dynamically generated) modification of x, and therefore it cannot properly compute the interval of x. This
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possible) eval by replacing it with equivalent code (without eval) [37, 47]. Indeed, in the example, the eval
parameter is not hard-coded but dynamically generated.
It should be clear that, the only way to make the analysis aware of the fact that the execution of eval does not
modify x is to compute, or at least to over-approximate, what is executed in eval. For this reason, first of all, we
need an abstract domain for collecting the string values of variables, such as y in the example. Unfortunately, this
is not sufficient, since once we have the language over-approximating the values of y we still have to “execute"
this language for analyzing the potential effects on x. Hence, we also need to extract from any language the code
(or an over-approximation of it) that could be executed when it is executed by eval. The idea, at this point, is that
of (recursively) call the abstract interpreter, for the performed analysis, on this approximated code. In the example,
we could over-approximate the language of y as an arbitrarily long concatenation of strings "a++;"2. Anyway,
what is clear is that any code we can synthesize from this language cannot add any statement modifying x. In
particular, the call of the analysis on the synthesized code will surely return a memory where a is changed, but
such that the analysis of x can continue unaffected.
The eval that criminals do. It is well known that, in not malicious code, an improper use of eval may create
vulnerabilities opening breaches for several kinds of attack. eval injection which may lead to DOM based XSS
attacks, broken authentication and session management, security misconfiguration, sensitive data exposure are
only examples of how an attacker can exploit an improper use of eval. For this reason, many researchers do
not consider eval as a problem, since it is often recognized that “eval is evil", justifying the standard approach
for tackling dynamic code generation in programming, based on preventing or even banishing it. Hence, most
existing analyses of dynamic languages do not consider string-to-code primitives [2], thus being inherently
unsound for these languages, or implement ad-hoc or pattern-driven transformations in order to remove eval
(removable eval, i.e., eval whose argument is statically known, is, so far, the most widespread use of eval) [37, 47].
But this means to fix restrictions on the expressiveness of development tools, and may make tools blind to possible
attacks exploiting eval, that usually do not respect good practice rules. Hence, it should be clear that this provides
the perfect habitat where malware itself can use eval, being, most of existing analyses, defeated by the presence
of this statement in the code. In other words, by ignoring eval or by considering useless to analyze eval which is
not removable, we leave to malicious agents the possibility to use a powerful tool for generating dynamic code
that naturally obfuscates code by making it not analyzable. For instance, we have analyzed3 the collection of
JavaScript malware provided in [1]. This collection contains more than 40.000 samples of JavaScript malware
divided in folders. We have analyzed the 2017 folder, being the most recent malware collection of the considered
benchmark. By analyzing this folder (containing 192 samples of malware), we have observed that at least 53% of
malware contains calls to eval. Moreover, at least 23% of them contains implicit eval calls, meaning that the call
is not readable and mentioned in the code but obfuscated, for example by string obfuscation. Analyzing all the
malware samples, our analysis detected 121 eval calls, and, in all of them, the argument is created by manipulating
strings (loops, string operations, string constructor), making the eval not removable. The JavaScript program
fragment in Fig. 1 is a (simplified) example of such a malware. Moreover, eval (dynamic code in general) can be
used also for protecting code: there already exist obfuscator tools4 that may transform a removable eval [37] in
an eval that cannot be removed, providing also malware with powerful obfuscation techniques against existing
JavaScript analyzers. For all these reasons, we believe that the analysis of programs that dynamically transform
strings into executable statements is something that cannot be ignored anymore.
2It is an over-approximation since in the concrete execution we execute at most 9 concatenations of the string.
3We have analyzed dynamic traces executions and, for each malware sample, we have collected the number of performed eval calls, tracked
if each call occur explicitly or not, and collected the depth size of nested calls, if present.
4https://www.daftlogic.com/projects-online-javascript-obfuscator.htm,
http://www.danstools.com/javascript-obfuscate/
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Our idea. In this paper (that is an extended and revised version of [6]), we tackle the problem of analyzing
dynamic code by treating code as any other dynamic structure that can be statically analyzed by abstract interpreta-
tion [19], and to treat the abstract interpreter as any other program function that can be recursively called.
In order to obtain this it is necessary to tackle three main issues:
String abstract domain design: Since we have to collect the strings that may be argument of an eval, we
need to design an abstract domain for strings collecting, as much faithfully as possible, the set of possible
values that a string variable may receive before eval executes it. It surely has to approximate the set of
possible string values, hence it has to be a language, it has also to keep enough information for allowing
us to extract code from it, but it has also to keep enough information for analyzing properties of string
variables that are never executed by an eval during computation.
String executability analysis: Since we have to analyze the code potentially executed by an eval, we need
to extract from the (abstract) argument of eval (i.e., from the collection of its potential arguments) an
abstraction of the code that this collection may contain. It should be clear that this abstraction must be in a
form that the analyzer can interpret.
Interpreter recursive call: Finally, we recursively call the abstract interpreter of the executable approxi-
mated code obtained by the previous phase.
In order to make it possible to recursively call the abstract interpreter, we have precisely to solve the first
two issues. As far as the first issue is concerned, we choose regular (formal) languages as string abstraction,
since they are both precise enough for analyzing string properties in general, and suitable (by considering their
finite representation as finite state automata) for building algorithms able to extract/approximate the executable
sub-language of the string abstraction when necessary, in presence of string-to-code statements.
As far as the second issue is concerned, we choose control-flow graph as code abstraction, where the abstraction
relation is the semantic inclusion relation, i.e., a control-flow graph G1 is more abstract than G2 if the set of
executions of G1 contains the set of executions of G2. In this way, we guarantee a sound abstraction of the code
executed by eval. It is clear that we have to transform the automaton A, generated by the string analysis, in the
control-flow graph over-approximating the executable strings recognized by the automaton A.
This provides us both, with a proof of concept that a sound approximation of the semantics of dynamically
generated programs is possible in abstract interpretation, and with a static analyzer for a core dynamic language,
containing non removable eval statements, that still have some limitations in terms of precision (as we will
explain in Sect. 5.3) but which provides the necessary ground for studying more precise solutions to the problem.
The choice of considering a core programming language is just for focusing the attention on the approach,
namely on the analysis architecture and on the algorithms proposed. The proofs of our results are reported in
Appendix A.
2 ANALYZING DYNAMIC LANGUAGES: THE INGREDIENTS
In this section, we focus on the problem of defining an abstract (collecting) semantics for dynamic programs,
namely programs containing string-to-code statements such as eval. This means that, as observed in the introduc-
tion, we need a semantics able to collect strings, sufficiently precise for inferring an approximation of what could
be executed by the string to code statement, but also not too complex, in order to guarantee the effectiveness of
the analysis.
2.1 The language: µJS
In this paper, we propose a language-independent framework for analyzing dynamic code, considering an
imperative core language plus eval, namely µJS in Fig. 2, in order to focus precisely on the language features that
makes dynamic a language and not on other features.
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Exp ∋ e ::= a | b | s
AExp ∋ a ::= x | n | lenght(s) | num(s) | a + a | a − a | a ∗ a
BExp ∋ b ::= x | true | false | e = e | e > e | e < e | b ∧ b | ¬b
SExp ∋ s ::= x | ′σ ′ | concat(s, s) | substr(s, a, a)
Comm ∋ c ::= ℓ1skipℓ2 | ℓ1x := eℓ2 | ℓ1 c; ℓ2 cℓ3 | ℓ1if (b) {ℓ2 cℓ3 } else {ℓ4 cℓ5 }ℓ6 | ℓ1while (b) {ℓ2 cℓ3 }ℓ4 | ℓ1eval(s)ℓ2
µJS ∋ P ::= ℓι c; ℓ2 where Id ∋ x (Identifiers),n ∈ Z,σ ∈ Σ∗
Fig. 2. Syntax of µJS
The language is quite standard, and each statement is annotated with a label ℓ ∈ Lab corresponding to the
statement program point in P. Let ℓι be a special label identifying the initial program point and ℓf be a special
label identifying the final/exit program point. We refer to the labels of P with LabP.
2.2 Analyzing µJS programs
In this section, we recall the ingredients of the static analysis process and the necessary semantics notions for
statements of µJS. The approach we use is quite standard, but we recall it here for fixing also the notation used in
the rest of the paper.
In order to analyze a program P ∈ µJS, we have to build a corresponding control flow graph [54] (CFG for
short), which embeds the control structure in the graph and leaves in the blocks (or equivalently on the edges)
only the manipulation of the states (assignments) and the guards. We follow [54] for the construction of the
control flow graph, where each node is a program point, and each edge is labeled with a statement or a guard.
Formally, given a program P ∈ µJS, we define the corresponding CFG GP ≜ CFG(P) = ⟨NodesP, EdgesP, InP,OutP⟩
as the CFG whose nodes are the program points, i.e., NodesP ≜ LabP, the input node (without incoming edges) is
the entry program point, i.e., InP ≜ ℓι , the output node (without outgoing edges) is the last program point, i.e.,
OutP ≜ ℓf, and the edges EdgesP ∈ NodesP × µJS×NodesP are inductively defined on P by the auxiliary function
Edges(ℓ1skipℓ2 ) = {⟨ℓ1, true, ℓ2⟩}
Edges(ℓ1x := eℓ2 ) = {⟨ℓ1, x := e, ℓ2⟩}
Edges(ℓ1if(b){ℓ2 c1ℓ3 }else{ℓ4 c2ℓ5 }ℓ6 ) = {⟨ℓ1, b, ℓ2⟩, ⟨ℓ1,¬b, ℓ4⟩, ⟨ℓ3, true, ℓ6⟩, ⟨ℓ5, true, ℓ6⟩}
∪ Edges(ℓ2 c1ℓ3 ) ∪ Edges(ℓ4 c2ℓ5 )
Edges(ℓ1while (b) {ℓ2cℓ3 }ℓ4 ) = {⟨ℓ1, b, ℓ2⟩, ⟨ℓ1,¬b, ℓ4⟩, ⟨ℓ3, true, ℓ1⟩} ∪ Edges(ℓ2 cℓ3 )
Edges(ℓ1 c1;ℓ2 c2ℓ3 ) = Edges(ℓ1 c1ℓ2 ) ∪ Edges(ℓ2 c2ℓ3 )
Edges(ℓ1eval(s)ℓ2 ) = {⟨ℓ1, eval(s), ℓ2⟩}
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we report two examples of CFG generation, following the above rules. From this construction,
it is clear that the language of the CFG edge labels is an intermediate language slightly different from the µJS
grammar. Edge labels correspond to a primitive statement (i.e., an assignment or eval) or a boolean guard, namely
they are generated by the following grammar:
µJSCFG ∋ l ::= x := e | b | eval(s)
At this point, given a CFG G, we denote by Nodes(G) its set of nodes, by Edges(G) ⊆ Nodes(G) × µJSCFG ×Nodes(G)
its set of edges, by In(G) its (unique by construction) input node and by Out(G) its (unique by construction) output
node. Finally, let Paths(G) ≜ { l0l1 . . . lk  ∀i ≤ k .⟨ℓi , li , ℓi+1⟩ ∈ Edges(G), ℓ0 = In(G), ℓk+1 = Out(G) } be the set
of computations of the CFG G.
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⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=     "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/rel Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧ /  conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/ e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters i to the initial state and exits from the final state.
A p BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if then ref ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
co c /" con  n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
6=  / "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb onstb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = "/relop Rel p # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/ onc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len L n
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; ; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow en ers into the init l state and exits from th fin l state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num " len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b " uop/" re op/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
c nc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/ "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  c c  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/ um Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into initial state and exits from the final state.
AEx BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" ubstr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
co c /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ b B ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/rel p Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/ f If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the in tial state and exits from the final state.
AEx BExp SExp op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" l n/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0 /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
/  "/consta Consta /t /f "/constb Constb
/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ a A / ^ "/bop Bop /¬ "/uop Uop
/ > / = "/relop Relop / # /, "/ ubstr Substr
/ ⇧ /  "/ onc  Conc 
n/n /u /m ( l/l /e /i /s /k /p /; /h /o
: / : /r /c w/w /d
"/num Num "/len Len
" f If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/r flect R flect /; /) /"
For each box the arrow enter into the initial s te and exits from the final s ate.
AExp BExp SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
onc n /" ubstr/" / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" / ^ /¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" r flect/" assign/" /} /{ 1/ 1 / n
onc /" onc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/con s Consts
 /  "/con a C nsta t/t f /f "/con b Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ a A ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/a sign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For ch box the rr w ent r in o he i itial state and exits from th final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id um len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b u " relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip " while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
 /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9], 2 ⌃r Punctu ion Id s s
 /  "/consta Consta t t f /f " constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/ Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Rel # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/co c  Conc 
n n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s s k k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each b x the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final st te.
AExp BExp SExp op op op 2 {>, =} aop
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop ^ ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" whil /"
if/" then refle t/" assign/" } } {/{  1/ 1  n  n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign As ign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op p 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati Id "/consts Const
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/const Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflec Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
onsts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" w ile/"
if then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/ onsts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w /d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters int the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/o op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Th n
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign A sign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} op/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P tuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Co sta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/t T en
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/refl ct Refle t ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ent rs nt the initial state and exits from the final state.
A B SExp /op op 2 {>, =} op/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t t f f " constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/r lop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : /r c c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Le
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
" do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=   " id 2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/con tb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/re op Relo # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/c nc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len L n
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
" do Do " assign Assign
"/reflect R l ; ; )/) "
For each box arrow enters in o the initial tate and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop "
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  "
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuatio Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ " aop A p ^ / ^ "/bop B ¬/¬ " uop U p
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , , "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p p ; /; h/h o o
: / : r r c/c w w d d
"/num N "/len L
"/if If "/then T en
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do " assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ente s into the i itial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=

























0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop B p ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/relop Rel # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters int the initial tate and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" elop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while "
if/" then reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /    "
  6=  /  "/id [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/c stb Constb
+/ +     ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬ ¬ " uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/s Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
F r each b x the a row e ters in o the initial state and exits from the final state.
AE p BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts " id/" nu /" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop " ^ ^ ¬/¬
DIm do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect assign/" }/} { {  1/ 1  n/ n
con   conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 0  /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati Id "/consts Consts
    "/consta Consta t t f f "/con tb Con tb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , , "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c c w w d/d
"/num Num "/ en L n
"/if If "/then Then
skip Skip "/while While
d Do "/assign Assign
"/r flect Reflect ; ; ) ) "/"
Fo ea box the arrow enters into the in ial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BEx SEx op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr    
op/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign " } } {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
1
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/ski Skip " while Whi e
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/re lect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits fr m the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" d/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
p/" u p/" rel p/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then r f ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc  conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; while x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st iteration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x : x + 1};







0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=   "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id c nsts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop op ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # # , , " substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n /u m m (/( l/l e/ i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
" num Num "/ n Len
" if If "/then Then
/skip Skip " while While
" d Do "/ass gn Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num/" len/"
conc n " substr  / 
bop/" uop/" relop ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop R lop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n /u m/m (/( l/l /e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assig
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  " id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/co sta C nsta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c/c w/w d d
" num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip " while While
"/do D "/a sig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
F r each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
c nsts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"    
bop/" uop " lop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" con   /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0 0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
    "/consta Consta t t f f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧   "/conc  C nc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/th Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/ass gn A sig
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ent rs nto the i itial state and exits from th final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Ao ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" ssign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0 " 0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/const Consts
    a a t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ " aop Aop ^ / ^ "/b Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = = relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/t Then
sk p Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
" refl ct Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For e ch b x the ar w en rs into th ini ial sta e and exits from he final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
co sts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop " relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n " reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arr w enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n " substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; w il x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st i eration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};







0 0 0/  "/0 2 q3  /0  /   /"
6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Cons a t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/  / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / b B ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = " relop Relo # / , /, "/sub tr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/con   Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/i If "/then Then
"/skip Sk p "/while While
"/d D "/assign Assign
" refl ct Re ; /; )/) "/"
For ach b x he arrow e ters into he initial s ate nd exit from the final state.
AEx BEx SEx op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
con  n /" sub tr  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ ¬ ¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/
con  /" con  n • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/ "/0 q2 q3   0       "
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/co c  Conc 
n n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
nu Nu /len Len
"/if If "/then Th
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For e ch box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts " id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  " consta s a t t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ + / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop B p ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " el Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
u u m m (/( l l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r r c/c w/w d/d
" num Num /len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect R f ct ; /; )/) "/"
F r each box th rrow ente s in o the i i i l state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
c nsts/" id/" num/" en/"
c nc n /" substr/"  / 
b p/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" hil /"
i /" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
c nc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Ski "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/ eflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For ach box the arrow enters into the i itial state a d exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   0 q2 q3   0  /  "
  6=  /  " id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Pu ctuati n Id "/consts C nsts
    "/consta Co sta t/t f f b b
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/a p Aop ^ ^ "/bop B p ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/ onc  C nc 
n n u/u m/ (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k k p p ; /; h/h o/
: / : r/r c/c w/w d d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If then Then
"/skip Ski " while While
"/d Do "/ ssign Assign
/reflect Reflect ; ; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow e ters int the initial st te and xits f m the fi al sta .
AExp BExp SExp op/o op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬ ¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  0 q2 q3 0  /  /"
6=     " id   2 [0, 9], 2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Co s s
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop A p ^ / ^ " bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uo
> > = / = "/relop R op # / # , , " ubstr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/co c  Co c 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l l e/e i/i s s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/ski Skip "/whil While
/do Do /assign Assig
"/reflect R fle t ; /; )/) " "
For each box the arrow e ters into the ini ial state and exits from the final stat .
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/  / 
bop/" uop/" r op/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati n Id "/consts Consts
 / "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do D "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" d/" um/" len/"
c nc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬ ¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc Co c 
n/n u/u m/m (/( /l e/ i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num N m "/len Len
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  / "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while hile
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the ar ow enters i o the ini ial state and xits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0 /   /"
  6=  / "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/c nstb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/rel p Rel p # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/ eflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  co c  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/relop Relop # # , , "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/refl ct Refl c ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits fr m the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
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As far as StmSyn is concerned, we can observe that in the worst case we keep in StmSyn(A) all
the |Q | states f A, hence in this case we lau ch |Q | times the procedure B￿￿￿￿, and therefore the
worst case complexity of StmSyn is O(|Q |4).
Next s ep consists in synthesizing the automaton Ad = StmSyn(A) to a real and executable DImp
program.
Regex. The so far obtained automaton can be used to synthesize a program by extracting the
regular expression corresponding to the language it recognizes [Brzozowski 1964]. Let RE be the
domain of regular expressions over  Syn, and Regex : FA! RE be such an extractor. For instance, in
the running example, Rexp = Regex(Ad) is the foll wing regular expression (with standard operators
in boldface):
Rexp = x := x + 1; $ + while x > 5 {x := x + 1;  := x ; }; $
+ x := x + 1;  := 10;(x := x + 1;  := 10;)⇤x := x + 1; $
SEA implements the Brzozowski algebraic method [Brzozowski 1964] to convert an automaton to
an equivalent regular expression.
ProgSyn. Finally, we de￿ne ProgSyn implementing the function * · +P : RE! DImp that, given
a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a program in DImp. This is de￿ned in terms of a
translation function *·+ : RE! Comm (erasing $) inductively de￿ned on the structure of the regular
expression r: Let us denote by d; the symbol d without the last ; (e.g., (x := x + 1; ); = x := x + 1)
*d+ =
(
d; if d 2 DImp
; otherwise
*r$+ = *r+;








if   = 1 {*r1+; }; if   = 2 {*r2+; };
and *r+P = lab(*r + $). Hence, in our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression
Rexp, i.e., P syn = ProgSyn(Rexp), is the program
1. 1 := rand();
2.if  1 = 1 {3.x := x + 1; };
4.if  1 = 2 {
5. 2 := rand();
6.if  2 = 1 {7.while x > 5 {8.x := x + 1;9.   := x ; }; };
10.if  2 = 2 {
11.x := x + 1;12.   := 10;13.  3 = rand();
14.while  3 = 1 {14.x := x + 1;15.   := 10;
16. 3 = rand(); };
17.x := x + 1; };
};18. $
Soundness. Next theorem proves the soundness of the approximate program synthesis. Safety
(i.e., pre￿x closed) properties of dynamically generated code are soundly approximated by the
synthesized program output of our analysis.
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As far as StmSyn is concerned, we can observe that in the worst case we keep in StmSyn(A) all
the |Q | states of A, hence in this case we lau ch |Q | times the r cedure B￿￿￿￿, and therefore the
worst case complexity of StmSyn is O(|Q |4).
Next step consists in synthesizing the automaton Ad = StmSyn(A) to a real and executable DImp
program.
Regex. The so far obtained automaton can be used to synthesize a program by extracting the
regular expression corresponding to the language it recognizes [Brzozowski 1964]. Let RE be the
domain of regular expressions over  Syn, and Regex : FA! RE be such an extractor. For instance, in
the running example, Rexp = Regex(Ad) is the follo ing regular expression (with standard operators
in b ldface):
Rexp = x := x + 1; $ + while x > 5 {x := x + 1;  := x ; }; $
+ x := x + 1;  := 10;(x := x + 1;  := 10;)⇤x := x + 1; $
SEA implements the Brzozowski lgebraic method [Brzozowski 1964] to convert an automaton to
an equivalent regular expression.
ProgSyn. Finally, we de￿ne ProgSyn impl menting the function * · +P : RE! DImp that, given
a regular expression r 2 RE, tra slates it into a program i DImp. This is de￿ned i terms of a
translation function *·+ : RE! Comm (erasing $) inductively de￿ned on the structure of the regular
ex ression r: Let us denot by d; the symb l d without the last ; (e.g., (x := x + 1; ); = x := x + 1)
*d+ =
(
d; if d 2 DImp
; otherwise
* $+ = *r+;
*r1r2+ = *r1+; *r2+;
*(r)⇤+ =

  := ra d();




if   = 1 {*r1+; }; if   = 2 {*r2+; };
and *r+P = lab(*r + $). Hence, in our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression
Rexp, i.e., P syn = ProgSyn(Rexp), is the program
1. 1 := rand();
2.if  1 = 1 {3.x := x + 1; };
4.if  1 = 2 {
5. 2 := rand();
6.if  2 = 1 {7.while x > 5 {8.x := x + 1;9.   := x ; }; };
10.if  2 = 2 {
11.x := x + 1;12.   := 10;13.  3 = rand();
14.while  3 = 1 {14.x := x + 1;15.   := 10;
16. 3 = rand(); };
17.x := x + 1; };
};18. $
Soundness. Next theorem prove the soundness of the approximate program synthesis. Safety
(i.e., pre￿x closed) properties f dy amically generated cod are soundly approximated by the
synthesized program output of our analysis.
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As far as StmSyn is concerned, we can obs rve that in the w rst case we keep in StmSyn(A) all
the |Q | states of A, hence i this case we lau ch |Q | imes the procedure B￿￿￿￿, and therefore the
worst case complexity of StmSyn is O(|Q |4).
Next ste c nsists in synthesizing the automaton Ad = StmSyn(A) to a real and executable DImp
program.
Regex. The so far obtained au omaton can be used to synthesize a program by extracting the
regular expression corresponding to the language it recognizes [Brzozowski 1964]. Let RE be the
domain of regular expressions over  Syn, and Regex : FA! RE be su h an extractor. For i tance, in
th running example, Rexp = Regex(Ad) is the following regula expres ion (with standard op rators
i boldface):
Rexp = := x + 1; $ + while x > 5 {x := x + 1;  := x ; }; $
+ x := x + 1;  := 10;(x := x + 1;  := 10;)⇤x := x + 1; $
SEA implements the Brzozowski algebraic metho [Brzozowski 1964] to convert an automaton to
an equivalent regular expression.
ProgSyn. Finally, we de￿ne ProgSyn implementing the function * · +P : RE! DImp that, given
a regular expre sion r 2 RE, r nslates it int a program in DImp. This i de￿ned i terms of a
translation function *·+ : RE! Co (erasing $) inductiv ly de￿n d on the structure of the regular
expression r: Let us den te by d; the symbol d without the last ; (e.g., (x := x + 1; ); = x := x + 1)
*d+ =
(
d; if d 2 DIm
; otherwise
*r$+ = *r+;








if = 1 {*r1+; }; if   = 2 {*r +; };
and *r+P = lab(*r + $). Hence, in our run ing example, the synthesis from the regular expression
Rexp, i.e., P syn = ProgSyn(Rexp), is the program
1. 1 := ran ();
2.if  1 = 1 {3.x := x + 1; };
4.if  1 = 2 {
5. 2 := rand();
6.if  2 = 1 {7.while x > 5 {8.x := x + 1;9.   := x ; }; };
10.if  2 = 2 {
11.x := x + 1;12.   : 10;13.  3 = rand();
14.while  3 = 1 {14.x := x + 1;15.   := 10;
16. 3 = rand(); };
17. := x + 1; };
};18. $
Soundness. Next theorem proves the soundness of the approximate program synthesis. Safety
(i.e., pre￿x closed) properties of dy amically generated code are soundly approximated by the
synthesized pr gram utput of our analysis.
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2017.
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6=  /  "/id [0, 9], 2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +     ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop A p ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/i If "/t Then
"/s p Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/ ssign Assign
"/refl ct Reflec ; /; )/) " "
For each b x the arrow e rs nto he initi l sta and exits from h fin l state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
c nsts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b u p/" relop/" ^ ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n " reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
conc /" con  n /" • := / :

















0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/ d   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/co sta Consta / f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/ elop Rel p # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c c /w d/d
"/num Num "/len L n
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do D /assig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box t e arrow enters into the initial state and xits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuatio Id "/const Consts
 /  "/c nsta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/rel p Relop # # , /, " substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d d
/num Num " len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Ref ct ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0/ "/0 q2 q3 /0 / /"
6   "/id   [0, 9], ct atio I "/consts s s
 /  "/co sta s a t/t f /f "/constb s b
/ / ⇤ ⇤ "/aop / "/bop / "/uop
/ / "/ elop l # / # , /, "/substr s
⇧ ⇧ / "/conc   
u/u / (/( l/l e/ i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/ d/d
" num "/len
"/if If "/then
" skip i " while il
"/do /assign ssi
"/reflect fl ; /; )/) "/"
or ac ox t e arro e ters i to t e i itial state a xits fro t e al state.
op/op op { , } aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/" /
bop/" uop/" relop/" / /
I do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1 n/ n
co /" conc n /" • : / :
x : 1 ; y 0 h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f / "/co stb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
/ > / = "/r lop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Subst
⇧/ ⇧  / "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/le Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initi l state and exits from the fin l state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
co c n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuat on Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/cons a Cons a t/ f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ " a Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/conc  Conc 
/n u/ m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
" Num "/l n Len
"/if If "/th n Then
" skip Skip "/while While
/do Do /assign As ign
"/reflect R ; ; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into th initi l s a e and xit from the final st te.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
con  /" conc n := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e a o
1
0 0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/const Consts
 /  "/consta Co sta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  C nc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each b x the arrow e t rs into the initial state and exits from the final state.
A p B p SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts id num l n "
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/re op Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/ m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
" num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/t en Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
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+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
/ > / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/ d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do " assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initi l state and exits from the fin l state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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  6  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/const Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
" if If "/t Then
"/skip Skip /while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/refl ct Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each b x the arrow e t rs into the initial state and exits from the final state.
A p B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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6= "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuatio Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/re op R lop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/c nc  Conc 
n n u u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
num Num len Len
if I "/then Then
skip Skip "/while While
do Do " assign Assign
"/ eflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
sts id/" num/" len/"
c nc n /" s bstr/"  / 
bop/" u p/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
"/num Num "/l n Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do D "/assig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop
consts/" id num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; while x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st iter tion) : st (fp 2 d iteration) :
r = x := x + 1; $+(x := x + 1; )
⇤




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};





0/  $ 0/" $/" rand/" a/a d/d "/rand
Rand $/$ while x ; hallo s0 ⇧ a b
2
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip " while While
"/do Do "/a sign Assign
"/r t Ref ect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow nters into he initial stat and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
onsts/" id num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" } } {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc  conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; while x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1s iteration) : str(fp 2nd itera ion) :
r = x := x + 1; $+( )
⇤




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};





0   0/" $/" rand/" a/a d/d "/rand
Rand $/$ while x ; hallo s0 ⇧ a b
2
"/num Num " len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits fr m the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" um/" len/"
conc n /" substr  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign " }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; while x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st iteration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :
r = x := x + 1; $+(x := x + 1; )
⇤




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};





0/  $ 0/" $/" rand/" a/a d/d "/rand
Rand $/$ while x ; hallo s0 ⇧ a b
2
"/num Num "/l Len
"/if If "/th n T en
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflec R flect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters in o the initial state nd exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" um/" len/"
conc n substr/"    
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/ assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 0; while x > 5 {x := x + ; y := x} str(1st iteration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :
r = x := x + ; $+(x : x 1; )
⇤




1.g := rand(1, );
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};
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: / : r/r c c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters nt the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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⇧/ ⇧ / /conc  nc 
/ u/u (/( l/l e/ i/i s s k/k p/p ; ; h h o/o
: : r r c/c / d/d
"/ um "/len
"/if If "/then
"/skip i "/while il
"/do "/assign ssi
"/reflect fl ; /; )/) "/"
or eac ox t e arro e ters i to t e i itial state a exits fro t e al state.
op/op op { , } aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/" /
bop/" uop/" re op/" / /
I do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1 n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • : / :
x : 1 ; y 0 h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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6=  /  "/id 2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P nctuati n Id "/consts Consts
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+ + / ⇤/ ⇤ /aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop U p
> / = "/ Relop # # , , "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  " conc Conc 
n/n u u m/m ( ( l/l e e i i s s k k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
"/ um Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/ski Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arro enters into the initi l state and exits from the fin l state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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  6=  /  " id   2 [0, 9], 2 ⌃r Punctuation Id " consts Consts
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+/ +  / ⇤ ⇤ " aop Ao ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬ ¬ "/uop Uop
> > = = /relop Relo # # , , " substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  /con   Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l/l e/ i/i s/s k k p/p ; ; h h o/o
: / : r/r c c w/w d/d
"/num Num " len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign As ign
"/reflect R ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into th initial s a e and xit from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
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+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = / = "/ Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/c nc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/ i/i s s k k p/p ; /; h h o/o
: / : r/r c c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each b x the arrow e t rs into the initial state and exits from the final state.
A p B p SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" rel p/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k /p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/ elop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  " conc  Con  
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r r c/c w/w d d
"/num Num " le Le
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do D " as ign Assign
"/reflect Refle t ; ; ) ) " "
For each box th rrow enters into the initial state a d exits from th fi al state.
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Fig. 3. Example of if CFG.
Our aim is to analyze µJS programs by analyzing their CFGs. Hence, first of all we have to specify the semantics
associated with each possible edge of the CFG. In other words, we have to provide the semantics of the edge
labels [54]. In particular, we have to formalize how each statement transforms a current state, which is represented
as a store, namely as an association between identifiers and values. It is well known that, static program analysis
works computing (abstract) collecting semantics, namely for each program point p and for each variable x , it
computes the set of values that the variable x can have in any computation at the program point p. Hence, we
define a (collecting) memory m, associating with each variable a set of values instead of a single value. We define
the set M ≜ Var→ ℘(Z) ∪ Bool ∪ ℘(Σ∗), ranged over the meta-variable m, where Bool = ℘({false, true}). We
define two particular memories, m associating  with any variable, and m⊤ associating the set of all possible
values with each variable. The update of memory m for a variable x with set of values v is denoted m[x/v]. The
partial order ⊑ between memories is defined as m1 ⊑ m2 ⇔ ∀x ∈ Id. m1(x) ⊆ m2(x). Finally, lub and glb of
memories are computed point-wise, i.e., m1 ⊔m2 ≜ λx . m1(x) ∪ m2(x) and m1 ⊓m2 ≜ λx . m1(x) ∩ m2(x).
The collecting (input/output) semantics of statements c ∈ µJSCFG is defined as the function JcK : M−→M. We
denote by L ·M the collecting semantics of expressions, defined as additive lift of the standard expression semantics.
Jx := eK m = m[x/LeM m]
JbK m = m⊓⊔ { m  LbM m = true }
Jeval(s)K m = ⊔c∈C JcK m where C ≜ LsM m ⋒ µJS
where ⋒ is the intersection in the set of µJS programs. Formally let S be the function mapping any sequence
(Σ∗)∗ on its string counterpart on Σ∗ (and, abusing notation, also its additive lift to sets of sequences), and let
tocode(σ ) for σ ∈ Σ∗ be the function interpreting a string of chars as code, if possible (and as skip otherwise), then
for any L ⊆ Σ∗ we define L ⋒ µJS ≜ { tocode(σ )  σ ∈ L ∩ { S(δ )  δ ∈ µJS } }. The so far defined semantics
1x := "";
2while (B) {























Fig. 4. Example of while CFG.
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Algorithm 1 Static analysis on CFG of P.
Require: A CFG GP = ⟨NodesP, EdgesP, InP,OutP⟩
Require: A flow-sensitive input store s0
Ensure: s fix-point of the collecting memories for each program point (result of the analysis)
1: procedure Analyze(GP, s0)
2: s← s0; s′← 
3: while s , s′ do
4: s′← s
5: for ⟨ℓ1, c, ℓ2⟩ ∈ EdgesP do




is standard for assignments and guards, while it says that when we meet an eval we have to extract, from the
collection of strings for its argument s, only those strings corresponding to executable programs of µJS, we execute
all these programs and we join all the resulting memories. It should be clear that, if the collecting semantics
associated with the string expression s is an infinite set (it may happen in static analysis by approximation) then
the (collecting) semantics of eval is undecidable. We can extend this definition of semantics to paths in a CFG
GP: Let π ∈ Paths(GP), π = l0l1 . . . lk , and m ∈ M then JπK m ≜ Jlk K ◦ . . . ◦Jl1K ◦Jl0K m [54]. Note that, given a
program P, by construction of GP = CFG(P), it is well known [54] (and it can be easily proved by induction) that




where the JPK m is the collection of the executions of P on the concrete memories collected in m.
At this point, we use this semantics for analyzing µJS programs by computing the fix-point of the collecting
semantics for each program point. In particular, we rewrite the standard fix-point algorithm for static analysis [51]
in our notation. First of all, we define another important element, which is the collection of memories for each
program point, that we will call flow-sensitive store S ≜ LabP−→M associating with each program point a
(collecting) memory. Hence, a store s ∈ S is a sequence of memories, one for each program point. We use sℓ
to denote s(ℓ), namely the memory at program point ℓ. Given a store s, the update of memory sℓ with a new
memory m is denoted s[sℓ/m] and provides a new store s′ such that s′ℓ = m while ∀ℓ′ , ℓ we have s′ℓ′ = sℓ′ .
Finally, let s be the initial flow sensitive store where all the memories associate with all the variables the empty
set, i.e., ∀ℓ ∈ LabP. s(ℓ) = m. Then the static analysis algorithm is Alg. 1, whose result is a store s such that for
each ℓ ∈ LabP, we have that sℓ is the fix-point collecting memory for the program point ℓ. In general, when we
call the analyzer on a program, the input store is s0 = s.
3 ABSTRACTING DYNAMIC LANGUAGE ANALYSIS
It is well known that Alg. 1 may diverge on concrete memories. This means that we need abstraction for
guaranteeing loop analysis convergence, as it is usual in static program analysis. Unfortunately, this is sufficient
to avoid divergence (e.g., by using speed up techniques such as widening) when the code is static, but when code
is dynamic other aspects of computation, not controllable by data abstraction, may cause divergence.
We have already observed that the collection of potential executable strings reaching an eval argument may
be infinite, implying that, precisely as it happens for data values, we need to abstract also code (by suitable finite
representations of potential infinite programs) in order to be able to enforce convergence by losing precision.
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Finally, there is another potential subtle source of divergence due to the unpredictability of the code to execute in
dynamic languages. Let us consider the code below.
ℓ1 x := "eval(x)"; ℓ2 eval(x); ℓ3
In this case, the second statement actives an infinite nested call chain to eval. This divergence comes directly
from the meaning of dynamically generated code from strings and cannot be controlled by the semantics once
we execute the string-to-code statement, since it is due to the generation of an infinite program and not to an
infinite execution of a finite program.
In the following, we tackle these three problems separately, by suitably abstracting data, and in particular
strings, relying on the already defined finite state automata abstract domain proposed in [5] and preparing the
field for analyzing eval (Sect. 3.1); by abstracting/approximating code executed by eval in order to recursively
call the analysis algorithm on the abstracted code and continue the analysis (Sect. 3.2 and 4); and by controlling
the eval nested calls depth (Sect. 3.3).
3.1 Abstracting data
For solving the first standard source of divergence, we have to consider a suitable abstraction of data. In particular,
we have to combine an abstraction of numerical values, of booleans and of strings. For the first two data types,
the choice is not relevant in presence of string-to-code statements, except for tuning precision. In particular, a
good choice (the one we made in the µJS analyzer) is the well known interval domain Int for numerical values
[22] (equipped with widening for avoiding computation divergence), and the identity on boolean values Bool
(which is a finite domain).
As far as strings are concerned, the issue is more complicated, since we need to collect string values during
computation in order to be able to extract and approximate what is executable when a string-to-code statement,
such as eval, is reached. Therefore, the resulting domain should have to approximate the set of possible string
values, hence it has to be a language, and it has to keep enough information for allowing us to extract code from
it, but it has also to keep enough information for analyzing properties of string variables that are never executed
by an eval during computation.
We believe that a good choice, meeting all these requirements, are finite state automata (regular languages),
since regular languages are precise enough for analyzing string properties in general, and since their finite
representation (by means of finite state automata) is suitable for building algorithms able to extract/approximate
the executable strings of the recognized language when necessary, namely in presence of string-to-code statements.
The finite state automata (FA) abstract domain has been introduced and implemented in [5] (and extended
in [7]) for analyzing a generic imperative language manipulating strings. A FA A is a tuple (QA, δA,qA0 , FA, ΣA),
where QA is the set of states, δ ⊆ QA × ΣA ×QA is the transition relation, qA0 ∈ QA is the initial state, FA ⊆ QA is
the set of final states and ΣA is the finite alphabet of symbols. In order not to clutter the notation, when it is clear
from the context, we refer to the FA A simply as (Q, δ ,q0, F , Σ). Given a state q ∈ Q , we denote by Lq(A) the
language of the strings readable from the initial state q0 to q. The language accepted by A is L (A) ≜
⋃
q∈F Lq(A).
Given two FA A1 and A2 we have that A1 ≡ A2 iff L (A1) = L (A2).
The finite state automata abstract domain is FA/≡, and its elements are the equivalence classes [A]≡ of FA
recognizing the same language, ordered w.r.t. language inclusion FA/≡ = ⟨[A]≡, ≤FA⟩, where [A1]≡ ≤FA [A2]≡ iff
L (A1) ⊆ L (A2). The concretization in the domain of string properties, i.e., in the domain of languages, is the
domain of regular languages. By Myhill-Nerode theorem [25] this domain is well defined and we can use the
minimal automaton to represent each equivalence class. Moreover, the ordering relation is well defined since it
does not depend on the choice of the FA used to represent the equivalence class. In particular, let Σ be the finite
alphabet on which the automata in FA/≡ are defined, then for each A ∈ FA/≡, we have L (A) ∈ ℘(Σ∗). FA are
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The guard value is unknown
What is the value of x before the eval execution?
Fig. 5. Abstraction of x at line 2.














The guard value is unknown
What is the value of x before the eval execution?
Fig. 6. Abstraction of x at line 4.














The guard value is unknown
What is the value of x before the eval execution?
Fig. 7. Abstraction of x at line 5, at the if join point.
closed under finite language intersection and union, but unfortunately they do not form a Galois connection with
℘(Σ∗). This means that it is not an abstract domain in the standard sense [19], but nevertheless, as stated in [20],
this is not a concern since one can weaken the relation between concrete and abstract objects (and semantics)
imposed by Galois connection, still ensuring soundness. In particular, in [5], the authors have proved that finite
state automata domain can be used to analyze string manipulation programs. Indeed, starting from regular initial
conditions, as it usually happens in static analysis, string analysis based on this domain will always compute
regular invariants, since the domain is closed under common string manipulation operations [5, 7].
In order to provide the intuition of how this domain works for collecting strings we show an example where the
union operation is used for getting a resulting collection of string values.
Example 3.1. Consider the µJS fragment in Fig. 3. In this case, we need to merge FA in the join point at the exit
of the if-statement. The line 2 abstracts the value of x into the FA reported in Fig. 5. Similarly, the line 4 abstracts
the value of x into the FA reported in Fig. 6. Since the boolean value of the if-guard is statically unknown, the
analyzer must take into account, at the line 6, both the possible evaluations, performing the least upper bound
(i.e., the automata union) between the two FA (Fig. 7).
Unfortunately, FA/≡ does not satisfy the ascending chain condition (ACC), hence fix-point computations of this
domain may diverge. Therefore, in order to enforce convergence, we need to consider a widening5 on FA/≡. The
widening operator on FA/≡ is defined in terms of a widening operator over finite automata introduced in [28]. Let
A1 = (Q1, δ 1,q10, F 1, Σ1) and A2 = (Q2, δ 2,q20, F 2, Σ2) be two FA such that L (A1) ⊆ L (A2): the widening between
A1 and A2 merges states that recognize the same language of length at most n, for some n ∈ N. By changing the
parameter n, we obtain different widening operators [28]. In particular, the parameter n tunes the length of the
strings determining the equivalence of states, and therefore used for merging them in the widening, hence the
smaller is n, the more information will be lost by widening automata. In the following, given two FA A1 and A2
with no constraints on the languages they recognize, we define the widening operator parametric on n on FA/≡
as A1∇nA2. As an example, we show what happens when computing FA in loops.
Example 3.2. Consider the µJS fragment in Fig. 4. The boolean value of the while-guard is statically unknown,
as the number of loop iterations. After the first iteration the abstract value of x is the automatonA1 corresponding
to the sub-automaton of the one in Fig. 8 from state q0 to state q4. After the second iteration, the abstract value
of x is the automaton A2, namely the whole one depicted in Fig. 8. In order to enforce convergence we apply,
in this example, the widening ∇3. As we have already mentioned before, the widening ∇3 merges together the
states reading the same string of length 3. Hence, q0 and q4 (corresponding to the state p0 in Fig. 9) and q1 and
q5 (corresponding to the state p1 in Fig. 9) are merged, while the other states remain singletons (q2 and q3) or
5A widening operator ▽ : A × A → A approximates the lub, i.e., ∀x , y ∈ A.x , y ≤A (x▽y) and it is such that for any increasing chain
x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xn ≤ . . . the increasing chain w0 = ⊥ and w i+1 = w i▽xi is finite.
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+ + ;s + + ;s
q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8
+ +
;
s q2 q3p0 p1
+ + ;s + + ;sq0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8
+ +
;
s q2 q3p0 p1
Fig. 8. Abstract value of x at line 2, after two loop iterations.
+ + ;s + + ;s
q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8
+ +
;
s q2 q3p0 p1
+ + ;s + + ;sq0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8
+ +
;
s q2 q3p0 p1
Fig. 9. Stable abstract value of x at line 2, after the widening application.
are removed by the minimization algorithm (q6 and q7). After the merge operation, the transitions are added to
the resulting automaton: note that by adding the transition from q3 to q4, labeled with a semi-colon, a cycle is
created in the new automaton, due to the merge operation of q0 and q4 in p0. The resulting minimal automaton is
shown in Fig. 9 and it encodes any possible repetition of the statement concatenations.
In the previous examples, we have provided the intuition of how the FA/≡ domain works for collecting string
values during an analysis. The abstract semantics on FA/≡ for all the string operations and the corresponding
soundness and completeness proofs can be found in [5, 7]. In particular, completeness is guaranteed by the substr,
charAt and concat abstract semantics. The precision of the abstract semantics of the remaining operations (e.g.,
indexOf) can be further improved by applying the methodologies discussed in [8].
At this point, we need to combine all the three domains, Int, Bool and FA/≡. It is worth noting that, the way we
combine these domains is not relevant for the dynamic feature of the language, but it may be relevant for other
language aspects (e.g., type juggling and dynamic typing). In this paper, we combine these abstract domains by
coalesced sum [4, 18]. We denote by Int ⊕ Bool ⊕ FA/≡ the coalesced sum abstract domain between intervals,
booleans and automata, with the concretization function denoted by γv : Int⊕Bool⊕ FA/≡ → ℘(Z)∪Bool∪℘(Σ∗)




 if a = ⊥{
n ∈ N
 i ≤ n ≤ j } if a ∈ Int ∧ a = [i, j]
L (a) if a ∈ FA/≡
a if a ∈ Bool
℘(Z) ∪ Bool ∪ ℘(Σ∗) otherwise
Lub and glb on abstract values are denoted by ⊔#v and ⊓#v, respectively. In the following, we denote by m# ∈ M#
the abstract memories, associating with variables values in the abstract domain just described i.e., M# ≜ Var→
Int⊕Bool⊕FA/≡. Lub and glb between abstract memories, respectively denoted by ⊓# and ⊔#, are computed point-
wise, namely m#1 ⊔# m#2 ≜ λx . m#1(x)⊔#v m#2(x) and m#1 ⊓# m#2 ≜ λx . m#1(x)⊓#v m#2(x). Moreover, we denote by L ·M# m#
the abstract expression semantics and by J·K# m# the input-output collecting semantics (defined in the paragraphs
below Thm 3.3) and by γ : M# → M the abstract memory concretization function, i.e. γ (m#) ≜ λx . γv(m#(x)).
Theorem 3.3. Let m ∈ M and m# ∈ M# be the abstract memory abstracting m . The abstract semantics of µJS
(excluded eval) is sound, namely ∀P ∈ µJS
∃Π ⊆ Paths(GP). JPK m ⊑ γ
( ⊔#
π ∈Π JπK# m#
)
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Fig. 10. FA Ads abstracting the value of ds at program line 14 of Ex. 3.4.
Proof. The proof follows by soundness of the abstract expression semantics on intervals [19], automata and
booleans expressions and the abstract semantics of statements [5]. □
Abstract semantics of eval. By considering the introduced abstract domain, as previously shown, we are able to
compute a static analysis of strings, where the set of possible values of a string variable is collected and abstracted
in a regular language, i.e., in a FA. In the concrete computation, eval turns strings into executable code, similarly,
in the abstract one, we need to approximate the sub-language of only executable strings. The abstract semantics
of eval becomes
Jeval(s)K# m# = ⊔#c∈C JcK# m# where C ≜ L (LsM# m#) ⋒ µJS
Let us provide the intuition by means of the following example.
Example 3.4. Consider the following µJS program P. For the sake of readability, we omit the else empty
branches.
1while (x++ < 3)
{2os := os + "xA:=Bx+1B;y:=1A0;x:=Bx+1A;"3};
4if (x > 10)
{5os := "whiAleB(x>5A)A{x:A=x+1;y:=x};B"6};
7if (x = 5)
{8os := "hello{"9};




The statement ds = deobf(os) at line 13 is a syntactic sugar for the string transformer that removes the chars "A"
and "B" from the string. In Fig. 10 we depict the abstract value of ds at the program point 14, computed analyzing
strings on the FA/≡ domain, w.r.t. the widening ∇3. The idea, at this point, is to remove from the automaton all the
non-executable strings. This corresponds to perform the intersection between the (regular) language computed
as the abstract value of ds (denoted by L (LdsM# m#) for a given memory m#) and the (context-free) µJS language
(also denoted by µJS):
L (LdsM# m#) ⋒ µJS
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C = L (L s M]) e DImp
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Fig. 11. Call execution structure of the analyzer
Unfortunately, it is well known that context-free languages are not closed under intersection, but nevertheless, the
intersection between a context-free language and a regular language (which is our case) is always a context-free
language. This means that we could indeed remove the non-executable automaton paths by performing an
intersection such the one above, but unfortunately the computation of this intersection could be costly in practice
due to the size of a real dynamic language grammar, such as for instance the JavaScript grammar.
Abstract semantics of assignments and boolean guards. We have just seen how we abstract the semantics of
eval. The other labels in µJSCFG can be also abstracted on our abstract domain:
Jx := eK# m# = m#[x/LeM# m#] JbK m# = m# ⊓#
#⊔ {
m#
 LbM# m# = true }
3.2 The analyzer structure
From the semantic point of view, it should be clear now how to handle the eval statement. We approximate the
language of its argument, we extract from this a sound over-approximation of the sub-language of executable
strings (by intersection), we execute from the current collection of memories all the obtained executable strings,
we collect all the resulting collections of memories and from the union of these collection we continue the analysis.
The structure of the analyzer is shown in Fig. 11. In particular, when an eval is reached, the Analyzer relies on
the Exe procedure, called on the current state. This procedure uses the abstract value (a FA) of the eval parameter
for characterizing the code executed by eval. For instance, in Ex. 3.4, at program point 14, the procedure Exe
computes the code to execute by using the automatonAds (Fig. 10). The way the procedure uses the FA, abstracting
the eval parameter value, is defined by the above (naive) semantics of eval. When the analyzer has to compute
Jeval(s)K#, it calls the procedure Exe, which performs the intersection between the language grammar µJS and
the regular language abstracting the value of the eval argument s, namely C = L (Ls M#) ⋒ µJS. Afterwards, the
Exe procedure recursively calls the Analyzer on the CFG Gc for each executable statement in C.
Finally, all the resulting stores from the analysis of each executable string of L (Ls M#) are lubbed together,
obtaining the collecting store s#C =
⊔#
c∈C Analyzer(Gc), that is returned to the analyzer that have called the
procedure Exe. This process proceeds until we analyze a code without eval, whose analysis terminates.
As observed, this is a sound solution, but it may be undecidable since, due to widening, L (Ls M#) ⋒ µJS may be an
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infinite set of statements. Hence, we need a different approach allowing us to over-approximate this intersection
by directly providing a finite representation of the code potentially executed by eval. For this reason, in Sect. 4,
we construct an effective abstract procedure Exe# to call in place of Exe.
3.3 Abstracting sequences of nested calls to eval
In the previous section, we have described the structure of the analysis, which recursively calls the analysis on the
code generated during computation. Due to unpredictability of the code that can be generated, it is impossible to
foresee, from the program code, whether the recursive sequence of eval calls will terminate. At the beginning of
this section, we have seen a quite simple example with a divergent recursion, but in general this kind of situations
may be hard to detect and it is clearly out of the scope of the abstraction made on data (and of its widening). If
the program using eval terminates, then there must be a maximal depth of nested calls to eval, and therefore we
can ensure soundness until a maximal degree of nested calls to eval. However, to extract this maximal depth is in
general undecidable.
In order to approximate this maximal depth of nested eval call, we can introduce a nested call widening, which
consists of fixing a threshold of allowed depth of eval recursive calls. Once we have fixed this threshold (that
can be decided by using statistical data, for instance in existing malware the maximal depth we observed was 3),
we have two possibilities, depending on how confident we are on the good choice of the threshold. Once we
reach the threshold, we could stop the recursive call sequence and simply continue the analysis from the current
collection of memories, but in this case we can only be soundy [43], which means that we lose any guarantee of
correctness about the values collected on the program points after the eval call.
Instead, the only way to keep soundness consists of approximating the collection of values for any program
variable to the top, when the threshold is overcome, meaning that after the threshold anything can be computed.
In this way, we guarantee soundness by fixing a degree of precision in observing the nesting of string-to-code
statements.
It is clear that, in both cases we have a loss of precision in our analysis that has to balanced by the required
computational efficiency. We will discuss these aspects in Sect. 5.3.
4 APPROXIMATING EXECUTABLE CODE
In the previous section, we observed that we have to characterize the sub-language of executable strings recognized
by an automaton in an effective way. Moreover, as observed before, in concrete computations, eval turns strings
into executable code, hence, once we have the sub-language of executable strings in the abstract domain, we
need to turn finite state automata into executable code. Namely, we have to synthesize an approximation of a µJS
program that is a sound approximation of the code that may be executed in the concrete execution. In particular,
we provide an algorithmic approach for approximating in a decidable way the executability test L (LsM# m#)⋒ µJS
(for a current abstract memory m#), by building a CFG that soundly approximates the executable µJS programs in
L (LsM# m#), i.e., whose semantics soundly approximates the semantics of the code that may be executed into
eval. This allows us to recursively call the abstract interpreter on the synthesized code.
In this section, we describe how we can provide a decidable procedure for extracting a sound approximation of
executable code in the argument of an eval statement. This procedure will work by steps: Let Jeval(s)K# m# be
the semantics the analyzer has to compute
(1) First, we have to clean up the language L (LsM# m#) from all the strings that are surely not executable. This
is obtained by visiting the automaton As = LsM# m# and by keeping only those paths that can be executable.
It should be clear that an automaton cannot recognize precisely a context free language, hence we still
keep in the resulting automaton not executable strings, in particular those that do not respect the balanced
bracketing. Let us denote the resulting automaton as ApStms ≜ StmSyn(As);
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Fig. 12. Structure of Exe#, replacing Exe in Fig. 11.
(2) From the so far obtained automaton (ApStms ), the aim is now to build a CFG over-approximating the
executable strings recognized by the automaton, i.e., Gs ≜ CFGGen(ApStms ). Then on this CFG the analyzer
can be recursively called.
The new analyzer structure is obtained by r placing E e with the new procedure Exe# (reported in Fig. 12), in the
structure in Fig. 11.
In order to understand an assumption made in the following construction of Exe#, we recall that the analysis
process may add cycles in the FA due to the widening operation, and these cycles may involve different elements
of the language. When a FA As is such that any cycle of As involves only executable strings of µJS we call it
cycle-executable. For instance, the FA that accepts the language




 n > 1 } is not. The reason why we need to make such a distinction is that, when a
FA is not cycle-executable then we cannot extract, from the FA in the proposed framework, the CFG approximating
the eval argument. Fortunately, this is a decidable condition on FA, and therefore, we first check whether the FA
As, abstracting the eval argument, is cycle-executable, if it is not then we do not call Exe# and we continue the
analysis after the eval statement with the unknown value as result of eval (since, when we are not able to generate
the CFG, we must suppose that any transformation may be executed by the eval). On the other hand, if the FA is
cycle-executable then we call Exe# for approximating the eval executed code. For this reason, in the following
construction of Exe#, we make the assumption that the procedure is applied only to cycle-executable FA. Hence,
both the approach and the implementation work for any FA, but they lose precision on not cycle-executable FA.
In Sect. 5.3 we will discuss the problem and an idea for a potential improvement by means of an example.
4.1 StmSyn: Extracting of the executable code
The first step consists of reducing the number of states of the automaton, by over-approximating every string
recognized as a statement, or partial statement, in µJS.
The idea is to derive, starting from the original automaton As (generated by the string analysis), whose alphabet
is the set of characters Σ, a new automaton whose alphabet is a set of strings. These strings are obtained by
collapsing consecutive edges, in As, up to any punctuation symbol in Punct ≜ {; , {, }, (, )}. In particular, any
executable statement ends with a semicolon by language definition, the braces allow us to split strings when the
body of a while or of an if either begins or ends, while the parentheses recognize the begin and the end of a
parenthesized expression (the guard of an if or a while). In particular, we define a set of partial statements, that
is a regular over-approximation of the µJS grammar, which will be the alphabet of the resulting automaton in a
way such that the language on this alphabet contains µJS, namely it contains the regular super-language of µJS
that can be recognized by a FA. The alphabet of partial statements is defined as follows
ΣpStm ≜ Punct ∪
{
x ∈ Σ∗
 x is a maximal substring of a µJS statement, between twopunctuaction symbols if present (only last punctuaction symbols included)
}
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Lemma 4.1. Let S be the function mapping any sequence over (Σ∗)∗ on its string counterpart on Σ∗ (and, abusing
notation, also its additive lift to sets of sequences), then µJS ⊆ S((ΣpStm)∗), namely any program P ∈ µJS can be
written as a sequence of partial statements in ΣpStm. Formally,
∀P ∈ µJS .∃k ∈ N .{σi }i ∈[0,k ] ∈ ΣpStm .P = S(σ0σ1 . . . σk ).
At this point, the idea is that of transforming the automaton As on the alphabet Σ in the automaton ApStms
on the alphabet ΣpStm, losing in this way all the strings recognized by As which will be surely not executable.
The soundness constraint obviously consists in guaranteeing that any executable string is not lost by this
transformation. Unfortunately, ΣpStm is an infinite set, meaning that in general it cannot be used for defining a
FA. Hence, we restrict this set to the set of partial statements which are substrings of strings recognized in the
original automaton As on Σ. The idea is to perform a depth first visit on As in order to build the parsing tree TAs
of the automaton As, at this point we can define ΣAspStm =
{
x ∈ ΣpStm
 x is a maximal path in TAs }, where x is
maximal if x is not a substring of any path in TAs which is a partial statement in ΣpStm.
Algorithm 2 Building the FA.
Require: A FA A = (Q, δ ,q0, F , Σ)
Ensure: A FA A′ = (Q ′, δ ′,q0, F ′, ΣAspStm)
1: procedure StmSyn(A)




6: B ← Build(A,q);
7: Visited← Visited ∪{q}; Q ′← Q ′ ∪ { p  (a,p) ∈ B };
8: F ′← Q ′ ∩ F ; δ ′← δ ′ ∪ { (q, a,p)  (a,p) ∈ B };
9: W ← { p  (a,p) ∈ B } ∖Visited;
10: whileW ,  do




In order to derive the automaton ApStms , we design a procedure StmSyn, reported in Alg. 2, taking as input an
automaton on Σ (i.e., As for eval(s)) and returning the automaton on a finite subset of ΣpStm. The idea of Alg. 2
is to perform, starting from the initial state q0 of As, a visit of the states recursively identified by Alg. 3 and
to recursively replace the sequences of edges that recognize a symbol in ΣAspStm with a single edge labeled by
the corresponding string. Alg. 3 (namely Build(As,q)) scans, starting from the state q, the edges of the original
automatonAs and, when a punctuation symbol occurs or a final state is reached, it verifies whether the string read
so far is in ΣpStm, otherwise it is discarded: This executability check is performed at lines 13 and 16 (word.σ ∈ ΣpStm)
and ensures, for any state q of the automaton As, that Iq contains only (partial) statements of µJS. In particular,
from the initial state q0 of As we reach the states computed by Build(As,q0), and the corresponding read words
(line 6). Then, we recursively apply stmsyntr, and in turn the procedure Build at line 6 of Alg. 2, to these states,
following only those edges that we have not already visited.
For instance, in Fig. 13 we have the computation of StmSyn(Ads), denoted by ApStms . We can observe that the
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Algorithm 3 Statements recognized from a state q.
Require: A FA A = (Q, δ ,q0, F , Σ)
Ensure: Iq set of all pairs (partial statement,reached state)
1: procedure Build(A,q)





{ (σ ,p)  δ (q,σ ) = p }
7: while ∆q ,  do
8: select (σ ,p) in ∆q (∆q ← ∆q ∖ {(σ ,p)})
9: if (q,p) <Mark then
10: if σ < Punct ∧ p < F then
11: buildtr(p,word.σ ,Mark∪{(q,p)})
12: end if
13: if σ ∈ Punct ∧ word.σ ∈ ΣSyn then
14: Iq ← Iq ∪ {(word.σ ,p)}
15: end if
16: if p ∈ F ∧ word.σ ∈ ΣSyn then





Fig. 13. Executable automaton ApStmds = StmSyn(Ads).
non-executable string hello{ is not in ApStmds since it is discarded by Alg. 2, because it does not belong to ΣpStm.
Instead, the string while(x; is still recognized by the resulting automaton even if it is not executable (this is due
to the fact that with a FA we cannot recognize the balanced parenthesisation).
Lemma 4.2. LetA be a cycle-executable finite state automaton andApStm = StmSyn(A). If a string recognized byA
corresponds to a partial statement, then the partial statement is recognized by ApStm. Formally, ∀σ ∈ Σ∗pStm. S(σ ) ∈
L (A) ⇒ σ ∈ L (ApStm).
Next theorem tells us that any executable string collected during computation is kept in the transformed
automaton, guaranteeing soundness.
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE ! CFG
that, given a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =
(
CFGDImp(d) if d 2 DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise
*r1r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2), Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (o, true, i)    o 2 Out(G1), i 2 In(G2)  ,
In(G1),Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+
*r1+r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2) [ {``}, Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (``, true, i)    i 2 In(G1) [ In(G2)  ,
{``},Out(G1) [ Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and `` is a fresh node
*(r)⇤+ = hNodes(G) [ {``, `a},
Edges(G) [   (o, true, ``)    o 2 Out(G)  [   (``, true, i), (i, true, `a)    i 2 In(G)  ,
{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely n the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding contr l-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of t e skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocki g the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the co catenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply co cate ates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the contr l-￿ w graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to t e control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If on of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
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In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two reg lar expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively ge erated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic executio of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry oint of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, lab ling the edges wi h tru . In this way, the control-￿ow graph x cution of *r1+r2+ will
take int account both the bra ches, i.e. * 1+ and *r2+. We treat in a simila way the c se of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soun ess, the control-￿ow g aph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
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exit node of the result g control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ a d from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a wh le loop.
In Fig. 13 e r port the xample f co trol-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synth sis f om the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow g aph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-mos path in Fig. 14). If one of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxErr r is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The ext theor m proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden stateme t f c nsecutive true-bra che generated by * · +.
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of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 w report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our runni g ex mple, the synthesis from the r gular expression Rexp, i. ., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph rep rted in Fig. 148. We observe at the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a s micolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If no e of the strings represe ted by the i put regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is rais d during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theor m proves that our appr ach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to ha dle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). H nce, to prove
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executable statements. In the inductive cases, the co catenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply co cate ates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the contr l-￿ w graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to t e control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If on of the strings represented by the nput regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE ! CFG
that, given a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
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{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
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Fig. 14. Examples of CFG generation with the statically unknown guard ⊛.
Theor m 4.3. Let s be a string expression, letAs be the automa on recognizi g the language of strings pote tially
associated with s, and ApStms ≜ StmSyn(As), then ∀σ ∈ L (As) ⋒ µJS . ∃δ ∈ L (ApStms ) such that tocode(S(δ )) = σ .
Pro f. Giv n σ ∈ L (As) ⋒ µJS, from Lemma 4.1, ∃δ ∈ Σ∗pStm. t code(S(δ )) = σ and from Lemma 4.2,
δ ∈ L (ApStms ). □
From the c mputational oint of view, we can observ that the procedure Build(A,q) executes a number of
recursive-call sequences equal t th number of maximal acyclic paths starti g from q on A. The umber of these
paths can be computed as
∑
q∈Q (outD дree(q) − 1) + 1, where outDeдree(q) is th number of outgoing edges
from q. T wors case depth of a recursiv -call sequence is |Q |. Thus, th worst case complexity of Build (when
outDeдree(q) = |Q | × |Σ| o all q ∈ Q) is O(|Q |3). As far s the procedure StmSyn is conc r ed, we can observe
that in the wors c se we keep in St Syn(A) all the |Q | tates of A, ence in this case we launch |Q | times the
pr cedure Build, an therefore the worst case complexity of StmSyn is O(|Q |4).
4.2 CFGGen: Control-flow gr h gen ratio
At this point, the idea is to use the so far obtained automaton over the alphabet ΣpStm t generate a CFG
approximating the programs executed by eval(s). This phase is handled by the procedure CFGGen and o ks
by several steps. It is well known that, an automaton can be equivalently rewritten as a regular expr ss on r
describing the language the automatonA recognizes [13], namely L (A) = L (r), where L (r) den tes the language
recognized by r. Let RE be the domain of regular expressions over the alphabet ΣpStm, and Re ex : FA→ RE be
such an extractor. For instance, in the running example, rds = Regex(ApStmds ) is the following regular expression:
rds = x:=x+1; || while(x>5){x:=x+1;y:=x}; || x:=x+1;(y:=10;x:=x+1;)∗ || while(x;
where || and ∗ respectively correspond to the disjunction and the Kleene-star between regular expressions. The
analyzer implements the Brzozowski algebraic method [13] to convert an automaton to an equivalent regular
expression. In particular, since concatenation is distributive w.r.t. ||, the conversion algorithm always distributes,
in this case. Hence for instance, x=1;(y =2; || y=3;) is converted to (x=1;y=2;) || (x=1;y=3;).
At this point, we pass through an augmented version of µJS before generating a CFG . We add, to the µJS
boolean expressions, a statically unknown guard ⊛, namely b ::= . . . |⊛, that is intended as a boolean expression
that both evaluates to true and false (i.e., it is statically unknown). We denote by µJS⊛ the µJS language plus ⊛.
Let us show how we intend to use ⊛ in the CFG generation by means of the examples shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b,
corresponding to the CFG of if(⊛){a:=a+1}else{b:=b+1}; and while(⊛){a:=a+1};, respectively. When ⊛ occurs
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in a program, the CFG generator labels both the edges exiting from its program point with true. Let us focus
on the if case. The static analysis algorithm on CFG (namely Alg. 1) must take into account both if-branches,
emulating an abstract execution where the boolean guard is statically unknown. Similarly, in the while case, both
the true and false branches of the while loop are labeled with true. In this way, we emulate a while loop where
the boolean guard is statically unknown, i.e., the body must be executed an unbounded number of times.
Hence, we augment the function Edges in order to make the CFG generator (namely the function CFG) aware of
the statically unknown guard ⊛ previously introduced.
Edges(ℓ1if(⊛){ℓ2 c1ℓ3 }else{ℓ4 c2ℓ5 }ℓ6 ) = {⟨ℓ1, true, ℓ2⟩, ⟨ℓ1, true, ℓ4⟩, } ∪ {⟨ℓ3, true, ℓ6⟩, ⟨ℓ5, true, ℓ6⟩}
∪ Edges(ℓ2 c1ℓ3 ) ∪ Edges(ℓ4 c2ℓ5 )
Edges(ℓ1while(⊛)ℓ2 cℓ3 ℓ4 ) = {⟨ℓ1, true, ℓ2⟩, ⟨ℓ1, true, ℓ4⟩} ∪ {⟨ℓ3, true, ℓ1⟩} ∪ Edges(ℓ2 cℓ3 )
We abuse notation denoting by CFG the control-flow graph generator for µJS⊛ programs, implementing the novel
Edges rules reported above.
At this point, we have all the ingredients to generate a µJS⊛ program from a regular expression over ΣpStm.
In particular, we inductively define on the structure of regular expressions the function * · + : RE→ µJS⊛ that,
given r ∈ RE, translates r to a µJS⊛ program.6
*d+ =
{
tocode(S(d)) if d ∈ ΣpStm
skip otherwise
*r1r2+ = *r1 + *r2+
*r1||r2+ = if(⊛){*r1+ ∈ µJS⊛ ? * r1 + : skip}else{*r2+ ∈ µJS⊛ ? * r2 + : skip}
*(r)∗+ = while (⊛) {*r+ ∈ µJS⊛ ? * r + : skip}
In the base case (first line), we check whether d is a partial statement, namely if d ∈ ΣpStm. If so, it is returned
as code (abusing notation of tocode), otherwise skip statement is returned. In the case of *r1r2+, the function
concatenates the two programs inductively generated. In the case of *r1||r2+, we need to emulate the non-
deterministic execution of both the operands. Here comes to play ⊛, previously introduced. In particular, we
return as code an if statement, s.t. its boolean guard is ⊛, and where the if-true body is replaced with *r1+ if it is
executable, skip otherwise, and the if-false body is replaced with *r2+, if it is executable, skip otherwise. Note
that we need to check the executabilty of *r1+ and *r2+ since the function * · + may return partial statements
(hence, not executable statements) and the if statement, we aim to generate, must be executable, and in turn also
the true and false bodies must be executable7. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)∗+: in order to guarantee
soundness, the µJS⊛ program *r+ must be executed an undefined number of times, hence, we build a while loop
program, where the guard is ⊛. Finally, we define *r+P ≜ *r+ ∈ µJS ? * r + : skip that takes a regular expression
r over partial statements and uses the auxiliary function * · + previously defined to generate a µJS⊛ program. In
the following, we abuse notation denoting * · +P as * · +. In our running example, the code synthesis from the
regular expression rds is the µJS⊛ program reported in Fig. 15a.
The last step consists of generating a CFG on which we can recursively call our abstract interpreter. Hence, we
call the function CFG on the synthesized code, namely CFG(*r+). In our running example, the CFG corresponding
to the program reported in Fig. 15a is Gds = CFG(*rds+) reported in Fig. 15b, where the labels of consecutive true
edges are omitted. Note that the CFG of while(x; corresponds to the CFG of skip (right-most path in Fig. 15b).
6We denote by b ? tt : ff the inline conditional construct, namely if b is true do tt, ff otherwise.
7The predicate *r+ ∈ µJS⊛ is decidable and it is checked at the call end to *r+.
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while (x > 5) {




x := x + 1;
while (⊛) {




Fig. 15. (a) µJS⊛ program of *rds+, (b) CFG Gds generated by CFGGen module
Putting all the sub-procedures together, we can define the procedure CFGGen, that takes as input an automaton A
over ΣpStm and generates a CFG, as CFGGen(A) ≜ CFG(*Regex(A)+).
Finally, we need to prove soundness, namely we have to prove that the output CFG contains the computation
of all the executable strings recognized by the starting automaton. Namely, we can show that the CFG generation
does not lose any executable string. In particular, next lemma shows that the CFG generated by CFG(*r+) contains
all the concrete computations of executable strings recognized by r, recalling that S converts a string of strings
(in (Σ∗)∗) in a string of characters (in Σ∗), and tocode interprets a string of chars as a executable code, if possible.
Lemma 4.4. Given a regular expression r ∈ RE over ΣpStm, let Gr ≜ CFG(*r+), then ∀δ ∈ L (r),




Finally, next theorem tells us that any executable string collected by the analysis is kept in the final CFG.
Theorem 4.5. Let m ∈ M and m# ∈ M# be the corresponding abstract memory. Let s ∈ SExp be a string expression
and As be the FA recognizing the strings associated with s in the memory m#, then ∀σ ∈ L (As) ⋒ µJS . ∃Π ⊆
Paths(Gs), Gs ≜ CFGGen(StmSyn(As)). JσK m ⊑ γ
( ⊔#
π ∈Π JπK# m#
)
.
Proof. By Thm. 4.3, we have that ∀σ ∈ L (As)⋒ µJS there exists δ ∈ L (StmSyn(As)) such that tocode(S(δ )) =
σ , hence any string collected in As corresponding to executable code, is kept in the transformed automa-
ton ApStms = StmSyn(As). By [13] it is well known that L (StmSyn(As)) = L (Regex(StmSyn(As))), hence
δ ∈ L (Regex(StmSyn(As))). By Lemma 4.4 we have JσK m = Jtocode(S(δ ))K m ⊑
⊔
π ∈Π JπK m and by Lemma 4.4
and Thm. 3.3 we have
⊔
π ∈Π JπK m ⊑ γ
( ⊔#
π ∈Π JπK# m#
)
. □
5 EVALUATING THE ANALYZER
We have implemented the µJS static analyzer (available at https://github.com/SPY-Lab/mujs-analyzer) described
in this paper8. It should be clear that, being µJS a core language and not real JavaScript, our evaluation cannot
8It is worth noting that, we are currently integrating our approach in TAJS static analyzer [38].
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be given in quantitative and efficiency terms, but it can only be given in terms of what it can analyze and
how precisely. However, the proposed prototype shows that it is possible to design and implement an efficient
sound-by-construction static analyzer based on abstract interpretation for self modifying code.
The implementation has been tested on some significant eval patterns (i.e., eval usages taken from real-world
malware compiled in our core language). In particular, we have considered the 2017 folder of the collection of
JavaScript malware provided in [1]. In this section, we consider the subset of malware that uses explicit eval calls,
as discussed in the introduction. These are the real-world malware form which we extracted the eval patterns
used for testing the analyzer. The process of extracting eval patterns has two steps, first we purge the malware
code from all the language features not in our language (that, by definition of our language, are not related to
eval, hence do not affect the execution of eval) such as function inline, objects or HTML constructs. Then, we
compile the resulting JavaScript code in our language. Fortunately, malware code is usually short (few lines) and
therefore it was possible for us to check manually the faithfulness of the extracted eval patterns with the original
use of eval in the real-world malware considered.
From the malware using explicitly eval, we have extracted the 20 different eval patterns used for testing the
analyzer that can be summarized and clustered in the following four categories and that will be discussed in
Sect. 5.2 and 5.3: (i) malware manipulating an eval input that can be approximated as a finite set of strings, (ii)
malware manipulating an eval input that can be approximated as an infinite set of strings, (iii) malware using
nested eval calls, (iv) malware manipulating statically unknown inputs in eval.
Before discussing strength and weakness of our analyzer w.r.t. the aforementioned categories, let us show how
it works on one of the extracted patterns.
5.1 A case study: Analyzing a real-world malware eval pattern
In order to show how of the proposed approach can be exploited, we discuss and analyze an example of eval
pattern extracted from a common JavaScript malware. A widespread JavaScript malware category is the drive-by-
download malware. A typical behavior of these malware, living in malicious or compromised web sites, consists
of executing JavaScript code on the victim browser, downloading an executable (e.g., ransomware, virus) from
another malicious site and executing it on the victim machine.
In Fig. 16, we report the eval pattern of such a JavaScript malware in [1]. The malware goal is to hide
and obfuscate the creation of an ActiveXObject element, manipulating some variables containing strings and
transforming the result in executable code at line 21, by using eval. In particular, lines 4-12 manipulate the variable
v into a loop and save the result into the variable str. Then, at line 12, the lower-case value of str is concatenated
with =new, obtaining d=new. The variable d is the variable to which will be assigned the ActiveXObject. Lines 13-20
manipulate the string variable ss, in order to extract the string ActiveXObject and to save it into the variable
p. Finally, line 20 put together the partial string results previously obtained and lines 21 execute the string p,
corresponding to the statement d = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);.
Let us analyze this fragment by using our analyzer. The abstract value of the variable p at line 21 is the
finite state automaton Ap reported in Fig. 17, where we use the short-cut c ∈ ss in a single transition to
denote any possible transition between two states with a character of the string value of ss at line 13. In
particular, this transition is repeated for 13 times and this imprecision is due to the fix-point computation at
lines 16-18. Similarly, some noise is added also by the fix-point computation at lines 4-10, that it is reflected
in the initial transitions of Ap, namely the transitions reading the characters c, d and f. Since the automaton
Ap is used as abstract input of eval, the procedure described in the previous section is activated in order to
generate the CFG Gp approximating the concrete execution of the eval call. In particular, CFGGen(StmSyn(Ap))
is called and the resulting CFG Gp is reported in Fig. 18, where we have collapsed consecutive true edges in a
single one for space limitations. The generated CFG contains the concrete execution of eval at line 21, namely
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1 var v = "CDF";
2 i = 0; str = "";
3
4 while (Math.random () != 0.5) {
5 if (str === "D")
6 break;
7 if (i % 2 != 0)




12 str = str.charAt (0).toLowerCase () + "=new";
13 ss = "ACDcPDtASiFDvWEeERXLLOQWbAQjFCeXScASt 'PALPSKFdHeFaLDcSHSD ";
14 p=""; i=-1;
15
16 while (Math.random () != 0.061 && ++i < 100)
17 if (i % 3 == 0)
18 p= p + ss.charAt(i);
19
20 p = str + p.substring(0, 13) + "( WScript.Shell);";
21 eval(p);
Fig. 16. JavaScript malware fragment sample.
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⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow e ters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop uop r lop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflec Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/a p Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
/ > / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i /s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r /c w/w d/d
"/num N m "/len Len
" if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initi l state and exits from the fin l state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" d/" um/" le /"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect " assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0 0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb C nstb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uo Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Th n
"/skip Skip "/wh le While
"/do Do "/ass gn Assign
"/refle t Reflect ; /; )/) "
For each box the arr w e ters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"    
bop/" uop/" relo ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=     "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/rel Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧ /  conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/ e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters i to the initial state and exits from the final state.
A p BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if then ref ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
co c /" con  n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
6=  / "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb onstb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = "/relop Rel p # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/ onc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len L n
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; ; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow en ers into the init l state and exits from th fin l state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num " len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b " uop/" re op/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
c nc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/ "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  c c  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/ um Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into initial state and exits from the final state.
AEx BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" ubstr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
co c /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ b B ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/rel p Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/ f If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the in tial state and exits from the final state.
AEx BExp SExp op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" l n/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0 /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
/  "/consta Consta /t /f "/constb Constb
/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ a A / ^ "/bop Bop /¬ "/uop Uop
/ > / = "/relop Relop / # /, "/ ubstr Substr
/ ⇧ /  "/ onc  Conc 
n/n /u /m ( l/l /e /i /s /k /p /; /h /o
: / : /r /c w/w /d
"/num Num "/len Len
" f If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/r flect R flect /; /) /"
For each box the arrow enter into the initial s te and exits from the final s ate.
AExp BExp SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
onc n /" ubstr/" / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" / ^ /¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" r flect/" assign/" /} /{ 1/ 1 / n
onc /" onc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/con s Consts
 /  "/con a C nsta t/t f /f "/con b Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ a A ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/a sign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For ch box the rr w ent r in o he i itial state and exits from th final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id um len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b u " relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip " while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
 /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9], 2 ⌃r Punctu ion Id s s
 /  "/consta Consta t t f /f " constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/ Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Rel # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/co c  Conc 
n n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s s k k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each b x the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final st te.
AExp BExp SExp op op op 2 {>, =} aop
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop ^ ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" whil /"
if/" then refle t/" assign/" } } {/{  1/ 1  n  n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign As ign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/ p p 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati Id "/consts Const
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/const Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflec Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
onsts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" w ile/"
if then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/ onsts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w /d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters int the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/o op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Th n
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign A sign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} op/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r P tuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Co sta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/t T en
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/refl ct Refle t ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ent rs nt the initial state and exits from the final state.
A B SExp /op op 2 {>, =} op/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t t f f " constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/r lop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : /r c c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Le
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
" do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=   " id 2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/con tb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/re op Relo # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/c nc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len L n
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
" do Do " assign Assign
"/reflect R l ; ; )/) "
For each box arrow enters in o the initial tate and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop "
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" refl ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  "
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuatio Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ " aop A p ^ / ^ "/bop B ¬/¬ " uop U p
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , , "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧     "/conc  Conc 
n/n u u m/m ( ( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p p ; /; h/h o o
: / : r r c/c w w d d
"/num N "/len L
"/if If "/then T en
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do " assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ente s into the i itial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=

























0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop B p ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/relop Rel # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters int the initial tate and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" elop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while "
if/" then reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /    "
  6=  /  "/id [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/c stb Constb
+/ +     ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬ ¬ " uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/s Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
F r each b x the a row e ters in o the initial state and exits from the final state.
AE p BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts " id/" u /" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop " ^ ^ ¬/¬
DIm do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect assign/" }/} { {  1/ 1  n/ n
con   conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3 0  /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati Id "/consts Consts
    "/consta Consta t t f f "/con tb Con tb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , , "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n n u/u m/m ( ( l l e e i i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c c w w d/d
"/num Num "/ en L n
"/if If "/then Then
skip Skip "/while While
d Do "/assign Assign
"/r flect Reflect ; ; ) ) "/"
Fo ea box the arrow enters into the in ial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BEx SEx op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
cons s/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr    
op/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign " } } {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
1
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/ski Skip " while Whi e
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/re lect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits fr m the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" d/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
p/" u p/" rel p/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then r f ct/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc  conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; while x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st iteration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x : x + 1};







0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=   "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id c nsts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop op ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # # , , " substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n /u m m (/( l/l e/ i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
" num Num "/ n Len
" if If "/then Then
/skip Skip " while While
" d Do "/ass gn Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id " num/" len/"
conc n " substr  / 
bop/" uop/" relop ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop R lop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n /u m/m (/( l/l /e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assig
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /  /"
  6=  /  " id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/co sta C nsta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c/c w/w d d
" num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip " while While
"/do D "/a sig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
F r each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
c nsts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"    
bop/" uop " lop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" con   /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0 0 0 0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
6= /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
    "/consta Consta t t f f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧   "/conc  C nc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/th Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/ass gn A sig
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow ent rs nto the i itial state and exits from th final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if th n/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Ao ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" ssign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0 " 0 q2 q3 /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/const Consts
    a a t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ " aop Aop ^ / ^ "/b Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> > = = relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/t Then
sk p Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
" refl ct Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For e ch b x the ar w en rs into th ini ial sta e and exits from he final state.
A B SEx /op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
co sts/" id num len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
b uop " relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" th n " reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{ 1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
" skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arr w enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n " substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e < 5 { a o
x := x + 1; y := 10; w il x > 5 {x := x + 1; y := x} str(1st i eration) : str(fp 2nd iteration) :




1.g := rand(1, 2);
2.if g = 1 {x := x + 1};







0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/co sta C ns a t/t f /f "/constb Constb
/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop A p ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c c w/w d/d
"/ um Num "/len Len
" if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/ "/0 q2 q3   0       "
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/co c  Conc 
n n u/u m m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
nu Num /len Len
"/if If "/then Th
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For e ch box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts " id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  " consta s a t t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  / ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop B p ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = " el Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
u u m m (/( l l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r r c/c w/w d/d
" num Num /len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/reflect Ref ct ; /; )/) "/"
F r each box th rrow ente s in o the i i i l state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op {>, =} aop/"
c nsts/" id/" num/" len/"
c nc n /" substr/"  / 
b p/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" hil /
i /" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
c nc /" conc n /" • : / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Ski "/while While
"/do Do "/assign Assign
"/ eflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For ach box the arrow enters into the i itial state a d exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0   0 q2 q3   0  /  "
  6=  /  " id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Pu ctuati n Id "/consts C nsts
    "/consta Co sta t/t f f b b
+ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/a p Aop ^ ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/ onc  C nc 
n n u/u m/ (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k k p p ; /; h/h o/
: / : r/r c/c w/w d d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If then Then
"/skip Ski " while While
"/d Do "/ ssign Assign
/reflect Reflect ; ; ) ) "/"
For each box the arrow e ters int the initial st te and xits f m the fi al sta .
AExp BExp SExp op/o op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬ ¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  0 q2 q3 0  /  /"
6=     " id   2 [0, 9], 2 ⌃r P nctuation Id "/consts Co s s
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop A p ^ / ^ " bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uo
> > = / = "/relop R op # / # , , " ubstr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/co c  Co c 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l l e/e i/i s s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/ski Skip "/whil While
/do Do /assign Assig
"/reflect R fle t ; /; )/) " "
For each box the arrow e ters into the ini ial state and exits from the final stat .
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" id/" num/" len/"
conc n /" substr/  / 
bop/" uop/" r op/" ^ / ^ ¬/¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuati n Id "/consts Consts
 / "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ +  /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc  Conc 
n/n u/u m/m (/( l/l e/e i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: / : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num Num "/len Len
"/if If "/then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do D "/assign Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
consts/" d/" um/" len/"
c nc n /" substr/"  / 
bop/" uop/" relop/" ^ / ^ ¬ ¬
DImp do/" skip/" while/"
if/" then/" reflect/" assign/" }/} {/{  1/ 1  n/ n
conc /" conc n /" • := / :=
x := + 1 ; y 0 w h i l e , 5 { a o
1
0/0 0/  "/0 q2 q3  /0  /   /"
  6=  /  "/id   2 [0, 9],  2 ⌃r Punctuation Id "/consts Consts
 /  "/consta Consta t/t f /f "/constb Constb
+/ + /   ⇤/ ⇤ "/aop Aop ^ / ^ "/bop Bop ¬/¬ "/uop Uop
> / > = / = "/relop Relop # / # , /, "/substr Substr
⇧/ ⇧  /  "/conc Co c 
n/n u/u m/m (/( /l e/ i/i s/s k/k p/p ; /; h/h o/o
: : r/r c/c w/w d/d
"/num N m "/len Len
"/if If " then Then
"/skip Skip "/while While
"/do Do "/assig Assign
"/reflect Reflect ; /; )/) "/"
For each box the arrow enters into the initial state and exits from the final state.
AExp BExp SExp op/op op 2 {>, =} aop/"
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<latexit sha1_base64="RTcc/ZQa1204IVHmcMLVo7ELWGQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7qo/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vGSSRqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RTcc/ZQa1204IVHmcMLVo7ELWGQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7qo/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vGSSRqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RTcc/ZQa1204IVHmcMLVo7ELWGQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7qo/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vGSSRqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RTcc/ZQa1204IVHmcMLVo7ELWGQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7qo/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vGSSRqw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="hGDgBNrDoBbhs+uanY+ggjlIjY8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7q4/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vHESRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGDgBNrDoBbhs+uanY+ggjlIjY8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7q4/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vHESRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGDgBNrDoBbhs+uanY+ggjlIjY8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7q4/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vHESRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hGDgBNrDoBbhs+uanY+ggjlIjY8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p7HDSoZYIckKexFGrnvKbzzppeZf/eA2sgwuKVZhK7PJ4EcS8EplW7q4/qwWrMbdg62TJyC1KBAe1j9GoxCEfsYkFDcmL5jR+QmXJMUCueVQWww4mLKJ9hPacB9NG6SR52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz+neLHqZ+J/Xj2l84SYyiGLCQGSHSCrMDxmhZdoBspHUSMSz5MhkwATXnAi1ZFyIVIzTUippH87i98uk22w4dsO5btZap0UzZTiCYzgDB86hBVfQhg4ImMATPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vHESRrQ==</latexit>
=<latexit sha1_base64="MsNgCL0kpPG3KZLp5R2dTMIpTNw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoEGKREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvmhuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/wQ4uIGGq0cyudna8SElDtv1pFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kHbhLEW2BKhCnXXA4NKBtgiSQq7kUbwPYUdb3KV+Z0H1EaGwR1NI3R9GAdyJAVQKt1WL6uDcsWu2XPwZeLkpMJyNAflr/4wFLGPAQkFxvQcOyI3AU1SKJyV+rHBCMQExthLaQA+GjeZR53xk9gAhTxCzaXicxF/byTgGzP1vXTSB7o3i14m/uf1YhpduIkMopgwENkhkgrnh4zQMu0A+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpyWUkr7cBa/Xybtes2xa85NvdI4zZspsiN2zM6Yw85Zg12zJmsxwcbsiT2zF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xyyP7A+vgHcJZGE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MsNgCL0kpPG3KZLp5R2dTMIpTNw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoEGKREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvmhuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/wQ4uIGGq0cyudna8SElDtv1pFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kHbhLEW2BKhCnXXA4NKBtgiSQq7kUbwPYUdb3KV+Z0H1EaGwR1NI3R9GAdyJAVQKt1WL6uDcsWu2XPwZeLkpMJyNAflr/4wFLGPAQkFxvQcOyI3AU1SKJyV+rHBCMQExthLaQA+GjeZR53xk9gAhTxCzaXicxF/byTgGzP1vXTSB7o3i14m/uf1YhpduIkMopgwENkhkgrnh4zQMu0A+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpyWUkr7cBa/Xybtes2xa85NvdI4zZspsiN2zM6Yw85Zg12zJmsxwcbsiT2zF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xyyP7A+vgHcJZGE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MsNgCL0kpPG3KZLp5R2dTMIpTNw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoEGKREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvmhuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/wQ4uIGGq0cyudna8SElDtv1pFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kHbhLEW2BKhCnXXA4NKBtgiSQq7kUbwPYUdb3KV+Z0H1EaGwR1NI3R9GAdyJAVQKt1WL6uDcsWu2XPwZeLkpMJyNAflr/4wFLGPAQkFxvQcOyI3AU1SKJyV+rHBCMQExthLaQA+GjeZR53xk9gAhTxCzaXicxF/byTgGzP1vXTSB7o3i14m/uf1YhpduIkMopgwENkhkgrnh4zQMu0A+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpyWUkr7cBa/Xybtes2xa85NvdI4zZspsiN2zM6Yw85Zg12zJmsxwcbsiT2zF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xyyP7A+vgHcJZGE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MsNgCL0kpPG3KZLp5R2dTMIpTNw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoEGKREMZBHlIiRWtL5twyvmhuzUosvIJtFDRIVq+h4J/wQ4uIGGq0cyudna8SElDtv1pFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kHbhLEW2BKhCnXXA4NKBtgiSQq7kUbwPYUdb3KV+Z0H1EaGwR1NI3R9GAdyJAVQKt1WL6uDcsWu2XPwZeLkpMJyNAflr/4wFLGPAQkFxvQcOyI3AU1SKJyV+rHBCMQExthLaQA+GjeZR53xk9gAhTxCzaXicxF/byTgGzP1vXTSB7o3i14m/uf1YhpduIkMopgwENkhkgrnh4zQMu0A+VBqJIIsOXIZcAEaiFBLDkKkYpyWUkr7cBa/Xybtes2xa85NvdI4zZspsiN2zM6Yw85Zg12zJmsxwcbsiT2zF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xyyP7A+vgHcJZGE</latexit> n<latexit sha1_base64="tAX8+EzUq7OfskRvhnpgW8ID2wI=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI2isyB2NliQ2lhgFSYCQuWXADXt7l905DbnwE2y1sjO2/h4L/4vHeYWCr3p5bybz5vmRkpZc99MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7YNYyOwJUIVmo4PFpXU2CJJCjuRQQh8hXf+5HLu3z2gsTLUtzSNsB/AWMuRFECpdFPV1UG54tbcDHyZeDmpsBzNQfmrNwxFHKAmocDarudG1E/AkBQKZ6VebDECMYExdlOqIUDbT7KoM34SW6CQR2i4VDwT8fdGAoG108BPJwOge7vozcX/vG5Mo4t+InUUE2oxP0RSYXbICiPTDpAPpUEimCdHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCrGaSmltA9v8ftl0q7XPLfmXdcrjdO8mSI7YsfsjHnsnDXYFWuyFhNszJ7YM3txHp1X5815/xktOPnOIfsD5+MbKMSRtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tAX8+EzUq7OfskRvhnpgW8ID2wI=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI2isyB2NliQ2lhgFSYCQuWXADXt7l905DbnwE2y1sjO2/h4L/4vHeYWCr3p5bybz5vmRkpZc99MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7YNYyOwJUIVmo4PFpXU2CJJCjuRQQh8hXf+5HLu3z2gsTLUtzSNsB/AWMuRFECpdFPV1UG54tbcDHyZeDmpsBzNQfmrNwxFHKAmocDarudG1E/AkBQKZ6VebDECMYExdlOqIUDbT7KoM34SW6CQR2i4VDwT8fdGAoG108BPJwOge7vozcX/vG5Mo4t+InUUE2oxP0RSYXbICiPTDpAPpUEimCdHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCrGaSmltA9v8ftl0q7XPLfmXdcrjdO8mSI7YsfsjHnsnDXYFWuyFhNszJ7YM3txHp1X5815/xktOPnOIfsD5+MbKMSRtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tAX8+EzUq7OfskRvhnpgW8ID2wI=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI2isyB2NliQ2lhgFSYCQuWXADXt7l905DbnwE2y1sjO2/h4L/4vHeYWCr3p5bybz5vmRkpZc99MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7YNYyOwJUIVmo4PFpXU2CJJCjuRQQh8hXf+5HLu3z2gsTLUtzSNsB/AWMuRFECpdFPV1UG54tbcDHyZeDmpsBzNQfmrNwxFHKAmocDarudG1E/AkBQKZ6VebDECMYExdlOqIUDbT7KoM34SW6CQR2i4VDwT8fdGAoG108BPJwOge7vozcX/vG5Mo4t+InUUE2oxP0RSYXbICiPTDpAPpUEimCdHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCrGaSmltA9v8ftl0q7XPLfmXdcrjdO8mSI7YsfsjHnsnDXYFWuyFhNszJ7YM3txHp1X5815/xktOPnOIfsD5+MbKMSRtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tAX8+EzUq7OfskRvhnpgW8ID2wI=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI2isyB2NliQ2lhgFSYCQuWXADXt7l905DbnwE2y1sjO2/h4L/4vHeYWCr3p5bybz5vmRkpZc99MprKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7YNYyOwJUIVmo4PFpXU2CJJCjuRQQh8hXf+5HLu3z2gsTLUtzSNsB/AWMuRFECpdFPV1UG54tbcDHyZeDmpsBzNQfmrNwxFHKAmocDarudG1E/AkBQKZ6VebDECMYExdlOqIUDbT7KoM34SW6CQR2i4VDwT8fdGAoG108BPJwOge7vozcX/vG5Mo4t+InUUE2oxP0RSYXbICiPTDpAPpUEimCdHLjUXYIAIjeQgRCrGaSmltA9v8ftl0q7XPLfmXdcrjdO8mSI7YsfsjHnsnDXYFWuyFhNszJ7YM3txHp1X5815/xktOPnOIfsD5+MbKMSRtQ==</latexit> e<latexit sha1_base64="mCinUR7ShWtlvhGi7UEl0MuguM8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aaO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENGrSRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mCinUR7ShWtlvhGi7UEl0MuguM8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aaO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENGrSRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mCinUR7ShWtlvhGi7UEl0MuguM8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aaO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENGrSRrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mCinUR7ShWtlvhGi7UEl0MuguM8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aaO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENGrSRrA==</latexit> w<latexit sha1_base64="ILviV1LNDJRZ1C8X0zXXaT3UALU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkEeUiJFZ0vm3DK+aG7NVEU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7YJYy2wJUIV6q7HDSoZYIskKexGGrnvKex4k+vU7zyiNjIM7mkWoevzcSBHUnBKpLvqtDooV+yanYGtEicnFcjRHJS/+sNQxD4GJBQ3pufYEblzrkkKhYtSPzYYcTHhY+wlNOA+GneeRV2ws9hwClmEmknFMhF/b8y5b8zM95JJn9ODWfZS8T+vF9Poyp3LIIoJA5EeIqkwO2SElkkHyIZSIxFPkyOTARNccyLUknEhEjFOSiklfTjL36+Sdr3m2DXntl5pnOfNFOEETuECHLiEBtxAE1ogYAxP8Awv1tR6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/fNtSRvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ILviV1LNDJRZ1C8X0zXXaT3UALU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkEeUiJFZ0vm3DK+aG7NVEU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7YJYy2wJUIV6q7HDSoZYIskKexGGrnvKex4k+vU7zyiNjIM7mkWoevzcSBHUnBKpLvqtDooV+yanYGtEicnFcjRHJS/+sNQxD4GJBQ3pufYEblzrkkKhYtSPzYYcTHhY+wlNOA+GneeRV2ws9hwClmEmknFMhF/b8y5b8zM95JJn9ODWfZS8T+vF9Poyp3LIIoJA5EeIqkwO2SElkkHyIZSIxFPkyOTARNccyLUknEhEjFOSiklfTjL36+Sdr3m2DXntl5pnOfNFOEETuECHLiEBtxAE1ogYAxP8Awv1tR6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/fNtSRvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ILviV1LNDJRZ1C8X0zXXaT3UALU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkEeUiJFZ0vm3DK+aG7NVEU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7YJYy2wJUIV6q7HDSoZYIskKexGGrnvKex4k+vU7zyiNjIM7mkWoevzcSBHUnBKpLvqtDooV+yanYGtEicnFcjRHJS/+sNQxD4GJBQ3pufYEblzrkkKhYtSPzYYcTHhY+wlNOA+GneeRV2ws9hwClmEmknFMhF/b8y5b8zM95JJn9ODWfZS8T+vF9Poyp3LIIoJA5EeIqkwO2SElkkHyIZSIxFPkyOTARNccyLUknEhEjFOSiklfTjL36+Sdr3m2DXntl5pnOfNFOEETuECHLiEBtxAE1ogYAxP8Awv1tR6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/fNtSRvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ILviV1LNDJRZ1C8X0zXXaT3UALU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkEeUiJFZ0vm3DK+aG7NVEU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7YJYy2wJUIV6q7HDSoZYIskKexGGrnvKex4k+vU7zyiNjIM7mkWoevzcSBHUnBKpLvqtDooV+yanYGtEicnFcjRHJS/+sNQxD4GJBQ3pufYEblzrkkKhYtSPzYYcTHhY+wlNOA+GneeRV2ws9hwClmEmknFMhF/b8y5b8zM95JJn9ODWfZS8T+vF9Poyp3LIIoJA5EeIqkwO2SElkkHyIZSIxFPkyOTARNccyLUknEhEjFOSiklfTjL36+Sdr3m2DXntl5pnOfNFOEETuECHLiEBtxAE1ogYAxP8Awv1tR6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/fNtSRvg==</latexit>
c 2 ss
<latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit>
c 2 ss
<latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit>
c 2 ss
<latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit> ...
<latexit sha1_base64="xTgieTy4AvtpwKMhZhm7ZFylEyA=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkkHCIlVnS+bMIp54fu1kiRlW+ghYoO0fI5FPwLdnABCVONZna1sxMkShpynE+rsra+sblV3a7t7O7tH9QPj7omTrVAT8Qq1r2AG1QyQo8kKewlGnkYKLwPpteFf/+I2sg4uqNZgn7IJ5EcS8Epl7ymbdvNYb3h2M4CbJW4JWlAic6w/jUYxSINMSKhuDF910nIz7gmKRTOa4PUYMLFlE+wn9OIh2j8bBF2zs5SwylmCWomFVuI+Hsj46ExszDIJ0NOD2bZK8T/vH5K4ys/k1GSEkaiOERS4eKQEVrmLSAbSY1EvEiOTEZMcM2JUEvGhcjFNK+llvfhLn+/Srot23Vs97bVaJ+XzVThBE7hAly4hDbcQAc8ECDhCZ7hxZpZr9ab9f4zWrHKnWP4A+vjG58+keU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTgieTy4AvtpwKMhZhm7ZFylEyA=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkkHCIlVnS+bMIp54fu1kiRlW+ghYoO0fI5FPwLdnABCVONZna1sxMkShpynE+rsra+sblV3a7t7O7tH9QPj7omTrVAT8Qq1r2AG1QyQo8kKewlGnkYKLwPpteFf/+I2sg4uqNZgn7IJ5EcS8Epl7ymbdvNYb3h2M4CbJW4JWlAic6w/jUYxSINMSKhuDF910nIz7gmKRTOa4PUYMLFlE+wn9OIh2j8bBF2zs5SwylmCWomFVuI+Hsj46ExszDIJ0NOD2bZK8T/vH5K4ys/k1GSEkaiOERS4eKQEVrmLSAbSY1EvEiOTEZMcM2JUEvGhcjFNK+llvfhLn+/Srot23Vs97bVaJ+XzVThBE7hAly4hDbcQAc8ECDhCZ7hxZpZr9ab9f4zWrHKnWP4A+vjG58+keU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTgieTy4AvtpwKMhZhm7ZFylEyA=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkkHCIlVnS+bMIp54fu1kiRlW+ghYoO0fI5FPwLdnABCVONZna1sxMkShpynE+rsra+sblV3a7t7O7tH9QPj7omTrVAT8Qq1r2AG1QyQo8kKewlGnkYKLwPpteFf/+I2sg4uqNZgn7IJ5EcS8Epl7ymbdvNYb3h2M4CbJW4JWlAic6w/jUYxSINMSKhuDF910nIz7gmKRTOa4PUYMLFlE+wn9OIh2j8bBF2zs5SwylmCWomFVuI+Hsj46ExszDIJ0NOD2bZK8T/vH5K4ys/k1GSEkaiOERS4eKQEVrmLSAbSY1EvEiOTEZMcM2JUEvGhcjFNK+llvfhLn+/Srot23Vs97bVaJ+XzVThBE7hAly4hDbcQAc8ECDhCZ7hxZpZr9ab9f4zWrHKnWP4A+vjG58+keU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xTgieTy4AvtpwKMhZhm7ZFylEyA=">AAAB93icbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkkHCIlVnS+bMIp54fu1kiRlW+ghYoO0fI5FPwLdnABCVONZna1sxMkShpynE+rsra+sblV3a7t7O7tH9QPj7omTrVAT8Qq1r2AG1QyQo8kKewlGnkYKLwPpteFf/+I2sg4uqNZgn7IJ5EcS8Epl7ymbdvNYb3h2M4CbJW4JWlAic6w/jUYxSINMSKhuDF910nIz7gmKRTOa4PUYMLFlE+wn9OIh2j8bBF2zs5SwylmCWomFVuI+Hsj46ExszDIJ0NOD2bZK8T/vH5K4ys/k1GSEkaiOERS4eKQEVrmLSAbSY1EvEiOTEZMcM2JUEvGhcjFNK+llvfhLn+/Srot23Vs97bVaJ+XzVThBE7hAly4hDbcQAc8ECDhCZ7hxZpZr9ab9f4zWrHKnWP4A+vjG58+keU=</latexit>
c 2 ss
<latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e6zcbelJwHdlH5VwoUKSpKm2zGI=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIgFRRXYaKCPRUAaJPKTYis6XTTjl/NDdGimy8gF8BS1UdIiWz6DgXzgbF5Aw1WhmVzs7QSKFRsf5tNbWNza3tis71d29/YND++i4p+NUcejyWMZqEDANUkTQRYESBokCFgYS+sHsOvf7D6C0iKM7nCfgh2waiYngDI00smsNTj0RUS9keI+Yab1ojOy603QK0FXilqROSnRG9pc3jnkaQoRcMq2HrpOgnzGFgktYVL1UQ8L4jE1haGjEQtB+VoRf0LNUM4xpAooKSQsRfm9kLNR6HgZmMs+ol71c/M8bpji58jMRJSlCxPNDKCQUhzRXwrQCdCwUILI8OVBTA2eKIYISlHFuxNTUVDV9uMvfr5Jeq+k6Tfe2VW+fl81UyAk5JRfEJZekTW5Ih3QJJ3PyRJ7Ji/VovVpv1vvP6JpV7tTIH1gf39aCmLo=</latexit>
z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="korQylQqHBp5FxJgovLD7mfBm7U=">AAACN3icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlImg8kV0ueiTh4hETeSRASO/Q4ITZBzO9JmTDB/kJfoVXORhvxqt/4IJ7UMC6THVVd3q63FBJQ7Y9szIbm1vbO9nd3N7+weFR/vikYYJIC6yLQAW65YJBJX2skySFrVAjeK7Cpjuqzv3mI2ojA/+eJiF2PRj6ciAFUCL18tViJ0h8V4PAuDMeR9Dn657/i2mxly/YJXsBvkqclBRYilov/9bpByLy0CehwJi2Y4fUjUGTFAqnuU5kMAQxgiG2E+qDh6YbL46d8ovIAAU8RM2l4gsRf0/E4Bkz8dyk0wN6MMveXFzntSMa3HRj6YcRoS/mi0gqXCwyQsskJeR9qZEI5j9HLn0uQAMRaslBiESMklhzSR7O8vWrpFEuOXbJuSsXKpdpMll2xs7ZFXPYNauwW1ZjdSbYE3thr2xmPVvv1of1+dOasdKZU/YH1tc3PtStZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="korQylQqHBp5FxJgovLD7mfBm7U=">AAACN3icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlImg8kV0ueiTh4hETeSRASO/Q4ITZBzO9JmTDB/kJfoVXORhvxqt/4IJ7UMC6THVVd3q63FBJQ7Y9szIbm1vbO9nd3N7+weFR/vikYYJIC6yLQAW65YJBJX2skySFrVAjeK7Cpjuqzv3mI2ojA/+eJiF2PRj6ciAFUCL18tViJ0h8V4PAuDMeR9Dn657/i2mxly/YJXsBvkqclBRYilov/9bpByLy0CehwJi2Y4fUjUGTFAqnuU5kMAQxgiG2E+qDh6YbL46d8ovIAAU8RM2l4gsRf0/E4Bkz8dyk0wN6MMveXFzntSMa3HRj6YcRoS/mi0gqXCwyQsskJeR9qZEI5j9HLn0uQAMRaslBiESMklhzSR7O8vWrpFEuOXbJuSsXKpdpMll2xs7ZFXPYNauwW1ZjdSbYE3thr2xmPVvv1of1+dOasdKZU/YH1tc3PtStZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="korQylQqHBp5FxJgovLD7mfBm7U=">AAACN3icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlImg8kV0ueiTh4hETeSRASO/Q4ITZBzO9JmTDB/kJfoVXORhvxqt/4IJ7UMC6THVVd3q63FBJQ7Y9szIbm1vbO9nd3N7+weFR/vikYYJIC6yLQAW65YJBJX2skySFrVAjeK7Cpjuqzv3mI2ojA/+eJiF2PRj6ciAFUCL18tViJ0h8V4PAuDMeR9Dn657/i2mxly/YJXsBvkqclBRYilov/9bpByLy0CehwJi2Y4fUjUGTFAqnuU5kMAQxgiG2E+qDh6YbL46d8ovIAAU8RM2l4gsRf0/E4Bkz8dyk0wN6MMveXFzntSMa3HRj6YcRoS/mi0gqXCwyQsskJeR9qZEI5j9HLn0uQAMRaslBiESMklhzSR7O8vWrpFEuOXbJuSsXKpdpMll2xs7ZFXPYNauwW1ZjdSbYE3thr2xmPVvv1of1+dOasdKZU/YH1tc3PtStZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="korQylQqHBp5FxJgovLD7mfBm7U=">AAACN3icdVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlImg8kV0ueiTh4hETeSRASO/Q4ITZBzO9JmTDB/kJfoVXORhvxqt/4IJ7UMC6THVVd3q63FBJQ7Y9szIbm1vbO9nd3N7+weFR/vikYYJIC6yLQAW65YJBJX2skySFrVAjeK7Cpjuqzv3mI2ojA/+eJiF2PRj6ciAFUCL18tViJ0h8V4PAuDMeR9Dn657/i2mxly/YJXsBvkqclBRYilov/9bpByLy0CehwJi2Y4fUjUGTFAqnuU5kMAQxgiG2E+qDh6YbL46d8ovIAAU8RM2l4gsRf0/E4Bkz8dyk0wN6MMveXFzntSMa3HRj6YcRoS/mi0gqXCwyQsskJeR9qZEI5j9HLn0uQAMRaslBiESMklhzSR7O8vWrpFEuOXbJuSsXKpdpMll2xs7ZFXPYNauwW1ZjdSbYE3thr2xmPVvv1of1+dOasdKZU/YH1tc3PtStZQ==</latexit>
13-times
<latexit sha1_base64="ZCIOBTtKGQD53YR3m3Ok2E7bx6g=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQhEQ2SHAspINJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzVSZPITtFDRIVp+hoJ/4WxcQMJUo5ldze4EsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+l15ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVup5F+coQjDDas2tuznoMvEKUiMFWsPq12AU8SQEhVwyY/qeG6OfMo2CS5hXBomBmPEpm0DfUsVsiJ/m987pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+alQcYKgeBaEQkIeZLgWtgigI6EBkWWXAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwzFduHt/j9Muk06p5b924bteZp0UyZHJFjckY8ckma5Ia0SJtwIskTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8AwIkk+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZCIOBTtKGQD53YR3m3Ok2E7bx6g=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQhEQ2SHAspINJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzVSZPITtFDRIVp+hoJ/4WxcQMJUo5ldze4EsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+l15ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVup5F+coQjDDas2tuznoMvEKUiMFWsPq12AU8SQEhVwyY/qeG6OfMo2CS5hXBomBmPEpm0DfUsVsiJ/m987pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+alQcYKgeBaEQkIeZLgWtgigI6EBkWWXAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwzFduHt/j9Muk06p5b924bteZp0UyZHJFjckY8ckma5Ia0SJtwIskTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8AwIkk+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZCIOBTtKGQD53YR3m3Ok2E7bx6g=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQhEQ2SHAspINJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzVSZPITtFDRIVp+hoJ/4WxcQMJUo5ldze4EsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+l15ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVup5F+coQjDDas2tuznoMvEKUiMFWsPq12AU8SQEhVwyY/qeG6OfMo2CS5hXBomBmPEpm0DfUsVsiJ/m987pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+alQcYKgeBaEQkIeZLgWtgigI6EBkWWXAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwzFduHt/j9Muk06p5b924bteZp0UyZHJFjckY8ckma5Ia0SJtwIskTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8AwIkk+Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZCIOBTtKGQD53YR3m3Ok2E7bx6g=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQhEQ2SHAspINJRBIg8psaLzZRNOOZ+tuzVSZPITtFDRIVp+hoJ/4WxcQMJUo5ldze4EsRQGXffTKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOiRLNoc0jGelewAxIoaCNAiX0Yg0sDCR0g+l15ncfQBsRqTucxeCHbKLEWHCGVup5F+coQjDDas2tuznoMvEKUiMFWsPq12AU8SQEhVwyY/qeG6OfMo2CS5hXBomBmPEpm0DfUsVsiJ/m987pSWIYRjQGTYWkuQi/N1IWGjMLAzsZMrw3i14m/uf1Exxf+alQcYKgeBaEQkIeZLgWtgigI6EBkWWXAxWKcqYZImhBGedWTGwzFduHt/j9Muk06p5b924bteZp0UyZHJFjckY8ckma5Ia0SJtwIskTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8AwIkk+Q=</latexit>
(
<latexit sha1_base64="J8T5Gy9gHTAZGteEOourv6n6hzw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSUKrLTQBmJhjII8pASK1pfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p4HBpUMsE2SFPYijeB7Crve9Cr1uw+ojQyDO5pF6PowCeRYCqBEuq3WqsNyxa7bGfgqcXJSYTlaw/LXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkTsHTVIoXJQGscEIxBQm2E9oAD4ad55FXfCz2ACFPELNpeKZiL835uAbM/O9ZNIHujfLXir+5/VjGl+6cxlEMWEg0kMkFWaHjNAy6QD5SGokgjQ5chlwARqIUEsOQiRinJRSSvpwlr9fJZ1G3bHrzk2j0jzPmymyE3bKasxhF6zJrlmLtZlgE/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89owcp3jtkfWB/fu1WRbw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8T5Gy9gHTAZGteEOourv6n6hzw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSUKrLTQBmJhjII8pASK1pfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p4HBpUMsE2SFPYijeB7Crve9Cr1uw+ojQyDO5pF6PowCeRYCqBEuq3WqsNyxa7bGfgqcXJSYTlaw/LXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkTsHTVIoXJQGscEIxBQm2E9oAD4ad55FXfCz2ACFPELNpeKZiL835uAbM/O9ZNIHujfLXir+5/VjGl+6cxlEMWEg0kMkFWaHjNAy6QD5SGokgjQ5chlwARqIUEsOQiRinJRSSvpwlr9fJZ1G3bHrzk2j0jzPmymyE3bKasxhF6zJrlmLtZlgE/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89owcp3jtkfWB/fu1WRbw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8T5Gy9gHTAZGteEOourv6n6hzw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSUKrLTQBmJhjII8pASK1pfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p4HBpUMsE2SFPYijeB7Crve9Cr1uw+ojQyDO5pF6PowCeRYCqBEuq3WqsNyxa7bGfgqcXJSYTlaw/LXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkTsHTVIoXJQGscEIxBQm2E9oAD4ad55FXfCz2ACFPELNpeKZiL835uAbM/O9ZNIHujfLXir+5/VjGl+6cxlEMWEg0kMkFWaHjNAy6QD5SGokgjQ5chlwARqIUEsOQiRinJRSSvpwlr9fJZ1G3bHrzk2j0jzPmymyE3bKasxhF6zJrlmLtZlgE/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89owcp3jtkfWB/fu1WRbw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J8T5Gy9gHTAZGteEOourv6n6hzw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSUKrLTQBmJhjII8pASK1pfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p4HBpUMsE2SFPYijeB7Crve9Cr1uw+ojQyDO5pF6PowCeRYCqBEuq3WqsNyxa7bGfgqcXJSYTlaw/LXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkTsHTVIoXJQGscEIxBQm2E9oAD4ad55FXfCz2ACFPELNpeKZiL835uAbM/O9ZNIHujfLXir+5/VjGl+6cxlEMWEg0kMkFWaHjNAy6QD5SGokgjQ5chlwARqIUEsOQiRinJRSSvpwlr9fJZ1G3bHrzk2j0jzPmymyE3bKasxhF6zJrlmLtZlgE/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89owcp3jtkfWB/fu1WRbw==</latexit>
W
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<latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N2NkUeLToGemrofDnwnwvbt3GB0=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbJaSRsw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="TpMG/jahVYjvlwyvSSKJg7AYDzU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7PixkoYc59MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g46JEi2wLSIV6a7PDSoZYpskKezGGnngK7zzJ5eZf/eA2sgovKVpjF7Ax6EcScEplW7qdn1QrTm2k4MtE7cgNSjQGlS/+sNIJAGGJBQ3puc6MXkzrkkKhfNKPzEYczHhY+ylNOQBGm+WR52zk8RwiliMmknFchF/b8x4YMw08NPJgNO9WfQy8T+vl9DowpvJME4IQ5EdIqkwP2SElmkHyIZSIxHPkiOTIRNccyLUknEhUjFJS6mkfbiL3y+TTsN2Hdu9btSap0UzZTiCYzgDF86hCVfQgjYIGMMTPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vxLWRdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpMG/jahVYjvlwyvSSKJg7AYDzU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7PixkoYc59MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g46JEi2wLSIV6a7PDSoZYpskKezGGnngK7zzJ5eZf/eA2sgovKVpjF7Ax6EcScEplW7qdn1QrTm2k4MtE7cgNSjQGlS/+sNIJAGGJBQ3puc6MXkzrkkKhfNKPzEYczHhY+ylNOQBGm+WR52zk8RwiliMmknFchF/b8x4YMw08NPJgNO9WfQy8T+vl9DowpvJME4IQ5EdIqkwP2SElmkHyIZSIxHPkiOTIRNccyLUknEhUjFJS6mkfbiL3y+TTsN2Hdu9btSap0UzZTiCYzgDF86hCVfQgjYIGMMTPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vxLWRdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpMG/jahVYjvlwyvSSKJg7AYDzU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7PixkoYc59MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g46JEi2wLSIV6a7PDSoZYpskKezGGnngK7zzJ5eZf/eA2sgovKVpjF7Ax6EcScEplW7qdn1QrTm2k4MtE7cgNSjQGlS/+sNIJAGGJBQ3puc6MXkzrkkKhfNKPzEYczHhY+ylNOQBGm+WR52zk8RwiliMmknFchF/b8x4YMw08NPJgNO9WfQy8T+vl9DowpvJME4IQ5EdIqkwP2SElmkHyIZSIxHPkiOTIRNccyLUknEhUjFJS6mkfbiL3y+TTsN2Hdu9btSap0UzZTiCYzgDF86hCVfQgjYIGMMTPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vxLWRdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpMG/jahVYjvlwyvSSKJg7AYDzU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREZdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7PixkoYc59MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g46JEi2wLSIV6a7PDSoZYpskKezGGnngK7zzJ5eZf/eA2sgovKVpjF7Ax6EcScEplW7qdn1QrTm2k4MtE7cgNSjQGlS/+sNIJAGGJBQ3puc6MXkzrkkKhfNKPzEYczHhY+ylNOQBGm+WR52zk8RwiliMmknFchF/b8x4YMw08NPJgNO9WfQy8T+vl9DowpvJME4IQ5EdIqkwP2SElmkHyIZSIxHPkiOTIRNccyLUknEhUjFJS6mkfbiL3y+TTsN2Hdu9btSap0UzZTiCYzgDF86hCVfQgjYIGMMTPMOL9Wi9Wm/W+89oySp2DuEPrI9vxLWRdQ==</latexit> S
<latexit sha1_base64="FVvUxrxYTrh5klb1WXxKvvPBUjE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkU8pASKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p7HDSoZYJskKexFGrnvKex60+vU7z6gNjIM7mgWoevzSSDHUnBKpFa1VR2WK3bNzsBWiZOTCuRoDstfg1EoYh8DEoob03fsiNw51ySFwkVpEBuMuJjyCfYTGnAfjTvPoi7YWWw4hSxCzaRimYi/N+bcN2bme8mkz+neLHup+J/Xj2l85c5lEMWEgUgPkVSYHTJCy6QDZCOpkYinyZHJgAmuORFqybgQiRgnpZSSPpzl71dJp15z7JpzW680zvNminACp3ABDlxCA26gCW0QMIEneIYX69F6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/f/oWRmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FVvUxrxYTrh5klb1WXxKvvPBUjE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkU8pASKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p7HDSoZYJskKexFGrnvKex60+vU7z6gNjIM7mgWoevzSSDHUnBKpFa1VR2WK3bNzsBWiZOTCuRoDstfg1EoYh8DEoob03fsiNw51ySFwkVpEBuMuJjyCfYTGnAfjTvPoi7YWWw4hSxCzaRimYi/N+bcN2bme8mkz+neLHup+J/Xj2l85c5lEMWEgUgPkVSYHTJCy6QDZCOpkYinyZHJgAmuORFqybgQiRgnpZSSPpzl71dJp15z7JpzW680zvNminACp3ABDlxCA26gCW0QMIEneIYX69F6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/f/oWRmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FVvUxrxYTrh5klb1WXxKvvPBUjE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkU8pASKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p7HDSoZYJskKexFGrnvKex60+vU7z6gNjIM7mgWoevzSSDHUnBKpFa1VR2WK3bNzsBWiZOTCuRoDstfg1EoYh8DEoob03fsiNw51ySFwkVpEBuMuJjyCfYTGnAfjTvPoi7YWWw4hSxCzaRimYi/N+bcN2bme8mkz+neLHup+J/Xj2l85c5lEMWEgUgPkVSYHTJCy6QDZCOpkYinyZHJgAmuORFqybgQiRgnpZSSPpzl71dJp15z7JpzW680zvNminACp3ABDlxCA26gCW0QMIEneIYX69F6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/f/oWRmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FVvUxrxYTrh5klb1WXxKvvPBUjE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkU8pASKzpfNuGU80N3a1AU5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo44JYy2wLUIV6p7HDSoZYJskKexFGrnvKex60+vU7z6gNjIM7mgWoevzSSDHUnBKpFa1VR2WK3bNzsBWiZOTCuRoDstfg1EoYh8DEoob03fsiNw51ySFwkVpEBuMuJjyCfYTGnAfjTvPoi7YWWw4hSxCzaRimYi/N+bcN2bme8mkz+neLHup+J/Xj2l85c5lEMWEgUgPkVSYHTJCy6QDZCOpkYinyZHJgAmuORFqybgQiRgnpZSSPpzl71dJp15z7JpzW680zvNminACp3ABDlxCA26gCW0QMIEneIYX69F6td6s95/RgpXvHMMfWB/f/oWRmg==</latexit>
c
<latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="18iAOmXL39WjwDCy8Sz58tSwFBE=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu6sNqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbF5SRqg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QAx0r3AsrX9byC33jKroFra0ciQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbLwSRuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAx0r3AsrX9byC33jKroFra0ciQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbLwSRuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAx0r3AsrX9byC33jKroFra0ciQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbLwSRuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAx0r3AsrX9byC33jKroFra0ciQ=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aau68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbLwSRuQ==</latexit> i
<latexit sha1_base64="Eq8b56oOiTnkLBciaGY2JVIyLu8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbIPSRsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Eq8b56oOiTnkLBciaGY2JVIyLu8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbIPSRsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Eq8b56oOiTnkLBciaGY2JVIyLu8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbIPSRsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Eq8b56oOiTnkLBciaGY2JVIyLu8=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aYu68NqzW7YOfgycQpSYwXaw+rXYBSK2MeAhAJj+o4dkZuAJikUziuD2GAEYgoT7Kc0AB+Nm+RR5/wkNkAhj1BzqXgu4u+NBHxjZr6XTvpA92bRy8T/vH5M4ws3kUEUEwYiO0RSYX7ICC3TDpCPpEYiyJIjlwEXoIEIteQgRCrGaSmVtA9n8ftl0m02HLvhXDdrrdOimTI7YsfsjDnsnLXYFWuzDhNswp7YM3uxHq1X6816/xktWcXOIfsD6+MbIPSRsA==</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="cvDi+LDtNqE2J4ws5HPtsAVZins=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU8/l0twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzk6gpbDoup9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3avuH3RtFBsOHR7JyPQCZkEKBR0UKKGnDbAwkHAXTC8z/+4BjBWRusWZBj9kEyXGgjNMpZu6rg+rNbfh5qDLxCtIjRRoD6tfg1HE4xAUcsms7XuuRj9hBgWXMK8MYgua8SmbQD+lioVg/SSPOqcnsWUYUQ2GCklzEX5vJCy0dhYG6WTI8N4uepn4n9ePcXzhJ0LpGEHx7BAKCfkhy41IOwA6EgYQWZYcqFCUM8MQwQjKOE/FOC2lkvbhLX6/TLrNhuc2vOtmrXVaNFMmR+SYnBGPnJMWuSJt0iGcTMgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8Ayvkkbc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvDi+LDtNqE2J4ws5HPtsAVZins=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU8/l0twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzk6gpbDoup9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3avuH3RtFBsOHR7JyPQCZkEKBR0UKKGnDbAwkHAXTC8z/+4BjBWRusWZBj9kEyXGgjNMpZu6rg+rNbfh5qDLxCtIjRRoD6tfg1HE4xAUcsms7XuuRj9hBgWXMK8MYgua8SmbQD+lioVg/SSPOqcnsWUYUQ2GCklzEX5vJCy0dhYG6WTI8N4uepn4n9ePcXzhJ0LpGEHx7BAKCfkhy41IOwA6EgYQWZYcqFCUM8MQwQjKOE/FOC2lkvbhLX6/TLrNhuc2vOtmrXVaNFMmR+SYnBGPnJMWuSJt0iGcTMgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8Ayvkkbc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvDi+LDtNqE2J4ws5HPtsAVZins=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU8/l0twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzk6gpbDoup9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3avuH3RtFBsOHR7JyPQCZkEKBR0UKKGnDbAwkHAXTC8z/+4BjBWRusWZBj9kEyXGgjNMpZu6rg+rNbfh5qDLxCtIjRRoD6tfg1HE4xAUcsms7XuuRj9hBgWXMK8MYgua8SmbQD+lioVg/SSPOqcnsWUYUQ2GCklzEX5vJCy0dhYG6WTI8N4uepn4n9ePcXzhJ0LpGEHx7BAKCfkhy41IOwA6EgYQWZYcqFCUM8MQwQjKOE/FOC2lkvbhLX6/TLrNhuc2vOtmrXVaNFMmR+SYnBGPnJMWuSJt0iGcTMgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8Ayvkkbc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvDi+LDtNqE2J4ws5HPtsAVZins=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESKzpfNuGU8/l0twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzk6gpbDoup9OaWV1bX2jvFnZ2t7Z3avuH3RtFBsOHR7JyPQCZkEKBR0UKKGnDbAwkHAXTC8z/+4BjBWRusWZBj9kEyXGgjNMpZu6rg+rNbfh5qDLxCtIjRRoD6tfg1HE4xAUcsms7XuuRj9hBgWXMK8MYgua8SmbQD+lioVg/SSPOqcnsWUYUQ2GCklzEX5vJCy0dhYG6WTI8N4uepn4n9ePcXzhJ0LpGEHx7BAKCfkhy41IOwA6EgYQWZYcqFCUM8MQwQjKOE/FOC2lkvbhLX6/TLrNhuc2vOtmrXVaNFMmR+SYnBGPnJMWuSJt0iGcTMgTeSYvzqPz6rw57z+jJafYOSR/4Hx8Ayvkkbc=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="YsLHa0gCPN0hfNFb7PAkujzz7wI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aZO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENMiSRuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsLHa0gCPN0hfNFb7PAkujzz7wI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aZO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENMiSRuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsLHa0gCPN0hfNFb7PAkujzz7wI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aZO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENMiSRuw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YsLHa0gCPN0hfNFb7PAkujzz7wI=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQREFdlpoIxEQxkECZESK1pfNuGU80N3a1Bk5RNooaJDtHwPBf+CbVxAwlSjmV3t7HiRkoZs+9MqrayurW+UNytb2zu7e9X9g64JYy2wI0IV6p4HBpUMsEOSFPYijeB7Cu+86WXm3z2gNjIMbmkWoevDJJBjKYBS6aZO9WG1ZjfsHHyZOAWpsQLtYfVrMApF7GNAQoExfceOyE1AkxQK55VBbDACMYUJ9lMagI/GTfKoc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32ge7PoZeJ/Xj+m8YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8hHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2oez+P0y6TYbjt1wrpu11mnRTJkdsWN2xhx2zlrsirVZhwk2YU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4yWrGLnkP2B9fENMiSRuw==</latexit>
)
<latexit sha1_base64="DCuucSOybDj2H7tHd5I6PgzXKLY=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQQETWSngTISDWUQ5CElUXS+bMIp54fu1qDIyifQQkWHaPkeCv4F27iAhKlGM7va2XFDJQ3Z9qdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B20TRFpgSwQq0F2XG1TSxxZJUtgNNXLPVdhxp1ep33lAbWTg39EsxIHHJ74cS8EpkW6r59VhuWLX7AxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2vWaY9ecm3qlcZo3U4QjOIYzcOACGnANTWiBgAk8wTO8WI/Wq/Vmvf+MFqx85xD+wPr4BrzlkXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCuucSOybDj2H7tHd5I6PgzXKLY=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQQETWSngTISDWUQ5CElUXS+bMIp54fu1qDIyifQQkWHaPkeCv4F27iAhKlGM7va2XFDJQ3Z9qdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B20TRFpgSwQq0F2XG1TSxxZJUtgNNXLPVdhxp1ep33lAbWTg39EsxIHHJ74cS8EpkW6r59VhuWLX7AxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2vWaY9ecm3qlcZo3U4QjOIYzcOACGnANTWiBgAk8wTO8WI/Wq/Vmvf+MFqx85xD+wPr4BrzlkXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCuucSOybDj2H7tHd5I6PgzXKLY=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQQETWSngTISDWUQ5CElUXS+bMIp54fu1qDIyifQQkWHaPkeCv4F27iAhKlGM7va2XFDJQ3Z9qdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B20TRFpgSwQq0F2XG1TSxxZJUtgNNXLPVdhxp1ep33lAbWTg39EsxIHHJ74cS8EpkW6r59VhuWLX7AxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2vWaY9ecm3qlcZo3U4QjOIYzcOACGnANTWiBgAk8wTO8WI/Wq/Vmvf+MFqx85xD+wPr4BrzlkXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCuucSOybDj2H7tHd5I6PgzXKLY=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQQETWSngTISDWUQ5CElUXS+bMIp54fu1qDIyifQQkWHaPkeCv4F27iAhKlGM7va2XFDJQ3Z9qdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B20TRFpgSwQq0F2XG1TSxxZJUtgNNXLPVdhxp1ep33lAbWTg39EsxIHHJ74cS8EpkW6r59VhuWLX7AxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2vWaY9ecm3qlcZo3U4QjOIYzcOACGnANTWiBgAk8wTO8WI/Wq/Vmvf+MFqx85xD+wPr4BrzlkXA=</latexit>
Fig. 17. Ap abstracting the value of p at line 21 of Fig. 16.
d = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);, showing that a possible malevolent action may be performed, but it also
contains other legal statements, such as c = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);. In particular, Gp may execute
a single assignment, either to c, or d or f, that calls a constructor whose name length is 13 and its characters are
taken from the ones contained in ss, with input WScript.Shell. As we have already mentioned before, some noise,
in the string abstraction, is added during the fix-point computation at lines 16-18 of the program reported in Fig. 16
and this is reflected in Gp. For example, also the legal statement c = new ObjectXActive(WScript.Shell); may be
executed in the CFG, but, the object ObjectXActive is not declared in the fragment hence, will lead to an exception
during the CFG execution. Hence, any statement assigning to c, d or f an object ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell)
will be abstractly executed, while the other statements lead to an exception, since these objects, as previously
explained, are not declared in the fragment.9 Other interesting properties can be derived from the CFG Gp. For
example, G surely does not contains any other explicit eval call, helping to tune the nested call widening, as
9At the moment, our prototype analyzer does not support exceptions and in this case not executable strings are treated as no-op statements.
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE ! CFG
that, given a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =
(
CFGDImp(d) if d 2 DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise
*r1r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2), Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (o, true, i)    o 2 Out(G1), i 2 In(G2)  ,
In(G1),Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+
*r1+r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2) [ {``}, Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (``, true, i)    i 2 In(G1) [ In(G2)  ,
{``},Out(G1) [ Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and `` is a fresh node
*(r)⇤+ = hNodes(G) [ {``, `a},
Edges(G) [   (o, true, ``)    o 2 Out(G)  [   (``, true, i), (i, true, `a)    i 2 In(G)  ,
{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = R gex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE ! CFG
that, given a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =
(
CFGDImp(d) if d 2 DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise
*r1r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2), Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (o, true, i)    o 2 Out(G1), i 2 In(G2)  ,
In(G1),Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+
*r1+r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2) [ {``}, Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (``, true, i)    i 2 In(G1) [ In(G2)  ,
{``},Out(G1) [ Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and `` is a fresh node
*( )⇤ = hNodes(G) [ {``, `a},
Edges(G) [   (o, true, ``)    o 2 Out(G)  [   (``, true, i), (i, true, `a)    i 2 In(G)  ,
{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
th corresponding co trol-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
w need to emulate t non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into ccount both the b anches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the contr l-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulti g control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ o ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In ur running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph report d in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-m s path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxErro is rai ed during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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...
<latexit sha1_base64="PTano5Df3OwKXo2TQNg2dW6WUcE=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSJKrLTQBmJhjJI5CElUbS+bMIp54fu1kiRlY+ghYoO0fI1FPwLZ+MCEqYazexod8ePlTTkup9OaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3RNlGiBHRGpSPd9MKhkiB2SpLAfa4TAV9jz5zeZ33tEbWQU3tMixlEAs1BOpQCyUq8+nERk6uNqzW24Ofg68QpSYwXa4+qXDYokwJCEAmMGnhvTKAVNUihcVoaJwRjEHGY4sDSEAM0ozc9d8ovEAEU8Rs2l4rmIvxMpBMYsAt9OBkAPZtXLxP+8QULT61EqwzghDEW2iKTCfJERWtoekE+kRiLILkcuQy5AAxFqyUEIKya2mIrtw1v9fp10mw3PbXh3zVqrXjRTZmfsnF0yj12xFrtlbdZhgs3ZE3tmL07qvDpvzvvPaMkpMqfsD5yPb1ctk4M=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="PTano5Df3OwKXo2TQNg2dW6WUcE=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSJKrLTQBmJhjJI5CElUbS+bMIp54fu1kiRlY+ghYoO0fI1FPwLZ+MCEqYazexod8ePlTTkup9OaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3RNlGiBHRGpSPd9MKhkiB2SpLAfa4TAV9jz5zeZ33tEbWQU3tMixlEAs1BOpQCyUq8+nERk6uNqzW24Ofg68QpSYwXa4+qXDYokwJCEAmMGnhvTKAVNUihcVoaJwRjEHGY4sDSEAM0ozc9d8ovEAEU8Rs2l4rmIvxMpBMYsAt9OBkAPZtXLxP+8QULT61EqwzghDEW2iKTCfJERWtoekE+kRiLILkcuQy5AAxFqyUEIKya2mIrtw1v9fp10mw3PbXh3zVqrXjRTZmfsnF0yj12xFrtlbdZhgs3ZE3tmL07qvDpvzvvPaMkpMqfsD5yPb1ctk4M=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="PTano5Df3OwKXo2TQNg2dW6WUcE=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSJKrLTQBmJhjJI5CElUbS+bMIp54fu1kiRlY+ghYoO0fI1FPwLZ+MCEqYazexod8ePlTTkup9OaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3RNlGiBHRGpSPd9MKhkiB2SpLAfa4TAV9jz5zeZ33tEbWQU3tMixlEAs1BOpQCyUq8+nERk6uNqzW24Ofg68QpSYwXa4+qXDYokwJCEAmMGnhvTKAVNUihcVoaJwRjEHGY4sDSEAM0ozc9d8ovEAEU8Rs2l4rmIvxMpBMYsAt9OBkAPZtXLxP+8QULT61EqwzghDEW2iKTCfJERWtoekE+kRiLILkcuQy5AAxFqyUEIKya2mIrtw1v9fp10mw3PbXh3zVqrXjRTZmfsnF0yj12xFrtlbdZhgs3ZE3tmL07qvDpvzvvPaMkpMqfsD5yPb1ctk4M=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="PTano5Df3OwKXo2TQNg2dW6WUcE=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSJKrLTQBmJhjJI5CElUbS+bMIp54fu1kiRlY+ghYoO0fI1FPwLZ+MCEqYazexod8ePlTTkup9OaWNza3unvFvZ2z84PKoen3RNlGiBHRGpSPd9MKhkiB2SpLAfa4TAV9jz5zeZ33tEbWQU3tMixlEAs1BOpQCyUq8+nERk6uNqzW24Ofg68QpSYwXa4+qXDYokwJCEAmMGnhvTKAVNUihcVoaJwRjEHGY4sDSEAM0ozc9d8ovEAEU8Rs2l4rmIvxMpBMYsAt9OBkAPZtXLxP+8QULT61EqwzghDEW2iKTCfJERWtoekE+kRiLILkcuQy5AAxFqyUEIKya2mIrtw1v9fp10mw3PbXh3zVqrXjRTZmfsnF0yj12xFrtlbdZhgs3ZE3tmL07qvDpvzvvPaMkpMqfsD5yPb1ctk4M=</latexit>
d = new ObjectXActive(WScript.Shell);
<latexit sha1_base64="uhInQZLRu6pRIJo+8wR8sOBNz+g=">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</latexit>
d = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);
<latexit sha1_base64="9/oLVziOUOaQPhwC8LlrPXRnEqE=">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</latexit>
f = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);
<latexit sha1_base64="QttHks1WoqcjMZmSSKyVln/qOHE=">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</latexit>
c = new ActiveXObject(WScript.Shell);
<latexit sha1_base64="veRs+6ThR7s6/IesU9Dh8fjTykg=">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</latexit>
c = new ObjectXActive(WScript.Shell);
<latexit sha1_base64="2Uy0rLolP5gzBiSRJJO8OQk28jI=">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</latexit>
Fig. 18. Control-flow gr ph Gp corresponding to CFGGen(StmSyn(Ap)).
discussed in S ct. 3.3. Moreover, we can state that the nly variables c, d and f may be updated by the eval call at
line 21, while the o r will not su ely be modified.
5.2 Stre gths: What the analysis can do
In this section, we report the most significant strength points of the analysis proposed. In order to measure
quality and precision of our analyzer, we tackle the following questions:
Q1: Does the analyzer handle efficiently string-to-code statements (eval), even in presence of join points?
Q2: Does he analyzer handle nested calls to val?
eval f dynamically-generated strings (Q1). As observed before, the prop sed ex cutability string analysis
allows the a alyzer to handle on-standard uses of eval, where the v l input s rin is dynamically manipul ted
and is not replaceable by equivalent eval-free statements [37]. In the following, we describe three re resentative
eval examples concerning the first two malware categories discussed at the beginning of Sect. 5.
Consider the code fragment in the first line of Fig. 19 (on the left the code fragment, on the right the code
generated by Exe#(Astr) just before the eval execution). Note that the boolean value of the if-guard B is statically
unknown hence both the branches must be taken into account. This implies that, the statements executed by eval
may assign to x either the value returned by the function f or the one returned by the function g. We soundly
approximate the code potentially executed by eval with the CFG reported in the second column of the first row
in Fig. 19 (Exe# output). This is a simple example of non replaceable eval usage, because the string str is not
constant, that we can analyze. Nevertheless, this is not a really significant example being an easy case since
we believe that it is possible to find ad-hoc solutions for replacing also this kind of eval uses, being, the string
manipulation considered here, a simple concatenation of syntactic categories of the language. As far as precision
is concerned, in this case the synthesized CFG is precise since it precisely contains the two possible executions.
Let us now consider a more challenging example, the one provided in the second row of Fig. 19. Also in
this case, the boolean value of the if-guard B is statically unknown, hence eval may execute either an if or a
while statement. In this case, the code that will be potentially executed is not a simple combination of syntactic
language structures, for this reason we believe this is an harder case to tackle for existing analysis tools. The
sound approximation of the potentially executed code is reported in the second row. It is worth noting that
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str = str + "f";
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str = "while ";









x = x + 1;

















while (i++ < 100)
if (B)
str = str + "a++;";
else











y = 2;a++; b++;
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Finally, we can exploit the inductive structure of regular expression for synthesizing a cfg over-approximating
the executable program contained in s and which can be analyzed by the analyzer. In the example we use
Rds = Regex(ApStmds ) = Regex(StmSyn(Ads)).
Given a control-￿ow graph G, we refer to its nodes with N (G), to its edges with E(G) and to its entry and
exit points with I (G) and O(G). We de￿ne the procedure CFGGen consisting in the function * · + : RE ! CFG
that, given a regular expression r 2 RE, translates it into a control-￿ow graph of a program in DImp. Given a
DImp statement c, its standard control-￿ow graph it is denoted with CFGDImp(c) and can be build with standard
techniques. The function * · + is inductively de￿ned on the structure of regular expressions.
*d+ =
(
CFGDImp(d) if d 2 DImp
CFGDImp(skip) otherwise
*r1r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2), Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (o, true, i)    o 2 Out(G1), i 2 In(G2)  ,
In(G1),Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2+
*r1+r2+ = hNodes(G1) [ Nodes(G2) [ {``}, Edges(G1) [ Edges(G2) [
  (``, true, i)    i 2 In(G1) [ In(G2)  ,
{``},Out(G1) [ Out(G2)i where G1 = *r1+, G2 = *r2 + and `` is a fresh node
*(r)⇤+ = hNodes(G) [ {``, `a},
Edges(G) [   (o, true, ``)    o 2 Out(G)  [   (``, true, i), (i, true, `a)    i 2 In(G)  ,
{``}, {`a}i
where G = *r + and `` and `a are fresh nodes
In the base case, we check if the string is a legal DImp statement; if so, we rely on the function CFGDImp to build
the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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the corresponding control-￿ow graph, otherwise we return the control-￿ow graph of the skip statement: this
permits to make the resulting control-￿ow graph executable without blocking the execution of other potentially
executable statements. In the inductive cases, the concatenation of two regular expressions is straightforward
and the function simply concatenates two control-￿ow graphs inductively generated. In the case of *r1+r2+,
we need to emulate the non-deterministic execution of both the operands. In order to do that, we create a new
node `` that is the new entry point of the resulting control-￿ow graph. Then, we link `` to the entry points
of *r1+ and *r2+, labeling the edges with true. In this way, the control-￿ow graph execution of *r1+r2+ will
take into account both the branches, i.e. *r1+ and *r2+. We treat in a similar way the case of *(r)⇤+: in order to
guarantee soundness, the control-￿ow graph *r+ must be executed an unde￿ned numbers of times, hence, we
build a while-loop-like control-￿ow graph creating two new nodes, `` and `a, that are the new entry and the new
exit node of the resulting control-￿ow graph, respectively. Further, we add edges from `` to the entry points of
*r+ and from the exit points of *r+ to ``, labeled with true. Finally, we link `` to `a, emulating the false-branch
of a while loop.
In Fig. 13 we report the example of control-￿ow graph generation for the or and the star cases.
In our running example, the synthesis from the regular expression Rexp, i.e., Gsyn = CFGGen(Rexp), is the control-
￿ow graph reported in Fig. 148. We observe that the transformation of *while(y;+ corresponds to the control-￿ow
graph of a semicolon (right-most path in Fig. 14). If none of the strings represented by the input regular expression
is executable, a SyntaxError is raised during the analysis, according to the eval semantics.
The next theorem proves that our approach is sound: intuitively, given an automaton A, for any string,
corresponding to a valid DImp statement, any path of its corresponding control-￿ow graph is contained, up
to true-branches added by CFGGen to handle non-determinism, in CFGGen(Regex(StmSyn(A))). Hence, to prove
8From here on, all the the control-￿ow graphs have been generated by applying the rules of * · +. Nevertheless, for the sake of readability, we
have hidden statement of consecutive true-branches generated by * · +.
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Fig. 19. eval patterns results for Q1.
this example does not represent the most challenging possible use of eval since its input string is dynamically
generated at a join point only due to a conditional branch. As before, the synthesized program is precise since it
precisely contains the two possible programs to execute.
In the last scenario, we consider the code fragment reported in the last row of Fig. 19, where the string is built
in a while loop, namely the eval input string is approximated aft r a while statemen join point. I this ase, the
analysis is complicated by the fact that we have also to approximate (by computing a widening) the whil loop
execution, in order to avoid divergence. Suppose the numb r f loop iterations is unk own due t he statically
unknown value of the variable i before the while statement, then we have to use a wi ening operator on automata
for ensuring termination (Sect. 3.1). In particular, in the examp e we use the idening operator ∇5, allowing us o
over-approximate the language for str by the automaton recognizing the regular expressio a=0;b=0;(a++ ||
b++)∗. It is possible to tune string approximation precision, and erefore t obtain different code approximatio s,
by changing the widening operator used in the analysis. The corresponding CFG, over-approximating the code
executed by eval, is shown in the last row, second colum .
Nested eval calls (Q2). As explained in Sect. 3.3, the soundness and termination of our ap oach is guarante d
by the nested call widening, i.e., a threshold for the nest d all depth, that we d ote by τ̃ . It m y appear usele s
to spend effort to tackle situations that are considered rare in real-world code, as indeed it happ s in TAJS where
this threshold is fixed to 1 [38], but we believe that to igno e this potential situa ion may be a shortsighted choice.
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Indeed, the TAJS authors have in mind only non malicious code, while, as we explained in the introduction, we
observed that, in malware, nested eval is used in the 10% of samples, hence in malicious code this situation is not
so rare and may increase in the future, as the trend, in the last years, shows. Moreover, at least one sample contains
a diverging nested eval sequence. Hence, it should be clear that, only by spending some effort in handling nested
eval calls, we can guarantee termination (in presence of divergent sequences of calls) and a tunable precision, by
working on the threshold.
In order to show how the analysis behaves in these situations, let us consider two significant examples of
nested eval calls: the first example is a terminating sequence of nested eval calls, while the second one is a
non-terminating sequence. Consider the code fragment below.
a=0;
str = "a++;if(a < 3)eval (\"a++;\" + str);";
eval(str);
In this example, as long as a is less then 3, the program concatenates the string "a++;" with str, while, when a
becomes greater than or equal to 3, the eval call returns, closing the sequence of nested calls. It is clear that, the
analysis result depends on the threshold of the nested call widening τ̃ . If the nested call widening threshold is
greater than or equal to 3, no loss of precision occurs during the analysis, precisely handling the whole sequence
of nested eval calls. Otherwise, the analysis gives up, returning the ⊤ abstract state (i.e., all the possible program
variables evaluated to ⊤) as explained in Sect. 3.3. In this way, while preserving soundness, the analysis may
continue on the code after the eval call causing the nested call, still able to get potentially significant information
about the programs. We believe that this is an important added value of our analyzer, since most of the existing
static analysis tools simply get stuck the execution when a non-handled case occurs, returning no useful analysis
information. Next code fragment shows an example of non-terminating sequence of nested eval calls.
a=0;
str = "a++;if(a < 3)str = \"a++\" + str;eval(str);";
eval(str);
In this case, independently from the choice of the nested call widening, the static analyzer has to give up because
the program diverges, and, in order keep soundness, a ⊤ abstract state is returned.
It is worth noting, that in this context the higher is the threshold and the more we improve precision when
we have to deal with deep sequences of nested eval calls but, on the contrary, the later we can stop divergent
computations. In this sense, we have to decide a trade-off between precision and costs (in presence of divergence),
and this can be found by analyzing which of these situations is statistically more likely in the analysis context,
i.e., either a deep nesting degree or divergence due to infinite programs.
5.3 Weaknesses and future ideas: Where we lose precision and how we think we may improve it
The main limitation of static analysis is its source of imprecision. In our analysis there are several sources of
imprecision that we have recognized. The first is a general problem of static analysis, i.e., the use of widening for
guaranteeing termination, while there are other two situations where imprecision is due to the impossibility
of extracting a CFG from the FA in the proposed framework. In the following we discuss both these sources of
imprecision and our ideas for tuning/improving the framework.
Widening. The impact of widening on precision is similar to the one discussed for nested eval calls, and again
necessary for avoiding divergence. As usual in static analysis, precision in presence of widening can be improved
by deciding to apply widening only after a fixed number of precise (by using the least upper bound) iterations.
Precisely as it happens for nested eval calls, the greater is the threshold for starting using the widening, the
more precisely we can analyze terminating computations with a high number of loop iterations, but also the
later we can start making the fix-point computation faster. Hence, again we have to decide the trade-off between
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str = "x=";
while (i < 3)
str = str + "5";




Fig. 20. A s.t. L (A) = {x = 5n ; | n ∈ N}
precision and computational costs in presence of divergent (or very long) computations.
Moreover, as far as the automata widening is concerned, we recall that we can also tune the precision of the
widening itself by deciding the length of the words to compare for computing the widening (the higher is this
length, the more precise is the operation and the more the operation costs in terms of efficiency, see Sect. 3.1).
Not cycle-executable FA. As we observed in Sect. 4, there are particular forms of FA (which occur when the
string is dynamically generated by loops) avoiding the possibility of generating a CFG approximating the code
executed by an eval. In particular, we observed that, if the eval analysis abstracts the eval argument with a
not cycle-executable FA, then we have to return the ⊤ (unknown) value for all the variables and continue the
analysis after eval. Nevertheless, statistically speaking, we can still be enough precise for more than the 50%
of malware of the analyzed folder that uses explicit eval calls . In order to better explain the problem, consider
the code fragment reported in Fig. 20, where we assume that the value of i is statically unknown. Moreover,
consider to apply ∇2 in the while-loop. In Fig. 20, we report the automaton A representing the abstract value of
the variable str before the eval execution, where the cycle in the automaton is caused by the application of the
widening ∇2 to ensure termination. As explained in Sect. 4, the automaton A is not cycle-executable, since there
exists a cycle not involving a µJS statement. In this case, our analyzer cannot return a CFG over-approximating
the code that may be potentially executed since, intuitively, the hypothetical CFG should be infinite for capturing
all the possible assignments described by the FA, namely all the assignments of any possible number formed
only by 5 to the variable x (i.e., x=5;,x=55;,x=555;. . . ). Nevertheless, let us recall that soundness is still satisfied,
since the property is decidable, and, when it does not hold, the top abstract state is returned as output of the eval
execution, allowing the analysis to continue.
In order to improve precision when dealing with these kinds of FA, allowing us to be more precise for a higher
number of potential eval patterns, we have to find a way to extract CFGs also from not cycle-executable FA.
The idea we are currently investigating consists in defining a form of abstract CFG able to finitely represent a
potential infinite number of CFGs, in the example it would be the CFG for x=5∗. Unfortunately, things are not
so easy as it may seem, since the whole framework has to be generalized in order to construct the analyzer in
such a way that it is able to interpret also these forms of abstract CFGs. It is clear that this idea deserves further
research but it can really widen the potentialities of our approach.
Statically unknown inputs. An important source of imprecision in our framework is the presence of dynam-
ic/unknown inputs in the computation of the eval argument. Indeed, in this case it results that the string abstract
domain used does not allow us to keep enough information, on the eval argument, when its computation involves
unknown inputs. Let us explain the situation by means of an example: Consider the following eval pattern
eval("if(B){x=x+1;} else{" + readStr () + "}");
where B is a statically unknown boolean guard and readStr() reads a string input value that, being a statically
unknown value, is abstracted to the automaton recognizing any possible string over the alphabet Σ (i.e., single state
that is both initial and final with a self-transitions for each σ ∈ Σ, namely a non cycle-executable automaton). This
means that the resulting abstract value of the eval argument contains this top automaton, and therefore it is, itself,
a non cycle-executable automaton. Hence, whenever we have an unknown/dynamic input the analysis returns a
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Fig. 21. Example of CFG with T extension
non cycle-executable automata, and therefore, as already discussed above, it is not able to extract a CFG and it must
returns the ⊤ state, allowing the analysis to continue after the eval statement. As far as the analyzed malware
repository is concerned, we observed that the 47% of considered malware using explicit eval calls generate non
cycle-executable FA due to unknown inputs, representing a relevant source of imprecision to tackle. Our idea for
improving precision in these situation consists, first of all, in improving the string abstract domain by embedding
into the alphabet Σ a special character T, to be intended as "any possible string" (following [50]). Hence, we replace
the non cycle-executable FA recognizing any string with a symbol representing it. In this way, the unknown
inputs do not generate non cycle-executable FA while keeping in the FA the same information. In the example,
the abstract value of the eval input would be the automaton recognizing the string if(B){x=x+1;}else{T} . Hence,
this solution combined with the possibility of generating abstract CFG (described in the previous paragraph)
would allow the analysis to return the abstract CFG reported in Fig.21, where the ⊤ label denotes any program.
In real world settings, this would allow the analysis to detect at least patterns, in the executed code, potentially
dangerous due to the presence of specific statements or strings.
6 RELATED WORK
The aim of the proposed analysis is to extend existing works on static analysis of dynamic languages, by allowing
us to analyze also obfuscated (not removable) uses of eval. In this way, we are able to analyze also potentially
hidden malicious behaviours. Hence, the related works are those introducing string analyses, since the choice
we made is central in the construction provided. Then, we describe the existing static analyses for dynamic
languages (usually considering only removable eval or ignoring it) and, in general for self-modifying code (e.g.,
for other languages such as assembly). Finally, we describe other (dynamic or hybrid) approaches for detecting
(not in general analyzing) malware potentially using eval.
String analysis. The analysis of strings is nowadays a relatively common practice in program analysis due
to the widespread use of dynamic scripting languages. Examples of analyses for string manipulation are in
[16, 26, 41, 48, 56, 62]. In particular, abstract parsing w.r.t. the programming language grammar for abstracting
strings has been proposed in [26], tracking executable strings for each program variable, but it loses any other
kind of information on strings properties in general (i.e., not executable strings).
The use of symbolic (grammar-based) objects in abstract domains is also not new (see [21, 35, 57]) and some
works explicitly use transducers for string analysis in script sanitisation ([36] and [62]), all recognizing that
specifying the analysis in terms of abstract interpretation makes it suitable to potential combinations with other
analyses, providing a better potential in tuning accuracy and costs. None of these works use string analysis for
analyzing executability of dynamically generated code.
Static (and dynamic) analyses (of not-malicious code). One of the most complete static analyzers, available for
JavaScript, based on abstract interpretation and that handles eval, is TAJS [37, 38, 49], for this reason we provide
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x = x + 1; T
<latexit sha1_base64="BjDbbyht9P6CGRa86zCsKemWePI=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQQpVWSHAspINJRBykuKreh82YRTzvbpbo0UWZH4Clqo6BAtv0LBv2AbF5Aw1WhmVzs7vpLCoG1/WqWNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSN1GsOfR4JCM99JkBKULooUAJQ6WBBb6EgT+/yfzBA2gjorCLCwVewGahmArOMJXcuhswvDfTpLusj6s1u2nnoOvEKUiNFOiMq1/uJOJxACFyyYwZObZCL2EaBZewrLixAcX4nM1glNKQBWC8JM+8pBexYRhRBZoKSXMRfm8kLDBmEfjpZB5x1cvE/7xRjNNrLxGhihFCnh1CISE/ZLgWaRlAJ0IDIsuSAxUh5UwzRNCCMs5TMU7bqaR9OKvfr5N+q+lcNlt3rVq7UTRTJmfknDSIQ65Im9ySDukRThR5Is/kxXq0Xq036/1ntGQVO6fkD6yPb2LPldI=</latexit>
x = x + 1;
if (x > 0)
y="a=a+1;";












while (x < 3) {












Fig. 22. Comparison with TAJS
a deeper comparison with this work. In [37], the authors introduce an automatic code rewriting techniques
removing eval constructs in JavaScript applications. This work has been inspired by the work of Richards et al.
[53] showing that eval is widely used. Nevertheless, in many cases, its use can be simply replaced by JavaScript
code without eval. In particular, the authors integrate a refactoring of the calls to eval into the TAJS data-flow
analyzer. TAJS performs inter-procedural data-flow analysis on an abstract domain of objects capturing whether
expressions evaluate to constant values. In this case, eval calls can be replaced with alternative code that does not
use eval. It is clear that code refactoring is possible only when the abstract analysis recognizes that the arguments
of the eval call are constants. Moreover, they handle the presence of nested eval by fixing a maximal degree of
nesting, but in practice they set this degree to 1. Instead, the solution we propose allows us to go beyond constant
values and refactor code also when the arguments of eval are elements of a regular language of strings.
We compare our analyzer with TAJS (version 0.9-8), considering three eval pattern, which allow us to underline
the differences between TAJS and our prototype. We report three significant examples (one for each one of
these classes) in Fig. 22, where we summarize the comparison with TAJS. The first class of tests consists of all
the programs where the string variables collect only one value during execution, i.e., they are constant string
variables. The second class of tests consists of all the programs where there are no constant string variables,
namely variables whose value before the eval call is not precisely known and it is approximated by a finite set
of potential string values. The last class of examples (third row) is similar to the previous one, except that the
eval input string values cannot be approximated by a finite set, namely x=x+1;(x=x+1;)∗. What we can observe
is that, in the second and in the third class of programs, TAJS loses the value of y, while, in all the cases, our
analyzer performs a sound over-approximation of the set of values computed in y, even if with some degree of
imprecision (as discussed in the previous paragraph)10.
Other static analyzers for JavaScript, based on abstract interpretation, have been developed, such as JSAI [40]
and SAFE [42, 52]. They look for a flexible, configurable and tunable tool focusing on context-sensitiveness, heap-
sensitiveness [40] and loop-sensitiveness [52]. Nevertheless, they do not explicitly mention solutions to dynamic
10The computed automata are reported in the third column, while the CFGs obtained from the abstract value of y are reported in the fourth
column.
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generated code by eval. TamiFlex [12] also synthesizes a program at every eval call by considering the code that
has been executed during some (dynamically) observed execution traces. The static analysis can then proceed
with the so obtained code without eval. It is sound only with respect to the considered execution traces, producing
a warning otherwise. Finally, a static analysis for a static subset of PHP (which ignores eval-like primitives)
has been developed in [11]. Staged information flow for JavaScript in [17] with holes provides a conditional (a
la abduction analysis in [30]) static analysis of dynamically evaluated code. Symbolic execution-based static
analyses have been developed for scripting languages, e.g., PHP, including primitives for code reflection, still at
the price of introducing false negatives [60]. Similarly to TAJS, [47] proposes a semi-automatic dynamic technique
for replacing benevolent eval patterns with an equivalent sequence of statements without eval, validating their
approach of benevolent eval use cases.
Static analysis of self-modifying code. We are not aware of effective general purpose sound static analyses
handling self-modifying code for high-level scripting languages. On the contrary, a huge effort was devoted
to bring static type inference to object-oriented dynamic languages (e.g., see [2] for an account in Ruby) but
with a different perspective: Bring into dynamic languages the benefits of static ones – well-typed programs don’t
go wrong. Our approach is different: Bring into static analysis the possibility of handling dynamically mutating
code. The authors of [3] have a similar approach for analyzing self-modifying code for an assembly language,
modeling code as state-enhanced CFGs. Differently from us, they perform a dynamic analysis for extracting a
code representation which is descriptive enough to include most code mutations by a dynamic analysis, and then
reform analysis on a linearization of this code. On the semantics side, since the pioneering work on certifying
self-modifying code in [15], the approach to self-modifying code consists of treating machine instructions as
regular mutable data structures, and to incorporate a logic dealing with code mutation within a la Hoare logics
for program verification.
Static taint analysis keeping track of values derived from user inputs has been developed for self-modifying code
by partial derivation of the CFG [59]. The approach is limited to taint analysis, e.g., to limit code-injection attacks.
Malware dynamic and hybrid analyses. In the literature, there is a huge amount of work on dynamic and hybrid
(static and dynamic) analyses for detecting malware.
Concerning dynamic analysis, a big effort had been spent to detect injection attacks in the JavaScript world by
means of taint analysis. It is worth noting that, these approaches are in some way complementary to ours. In [29]
the authors detect injection attacks in Node.js applications. In the same context, the authors of [55] propose a
hybrid approach for injection attacks detections, integrating a static analysis to approximate the set of commands
reaching a sink (e.g., eval or exec functions) and a dynamic analysis to track strings reaching those sinks. Finally,
the authors of [39] aims to a platform-independent injection analysis, based on dynamic taint analysis, in order
to be instantiated to the several existing JavaScript engines. Concluding, all these works perform an analysis of
how information flows from inputs to eval statements in order to detect potential injection attacks, but they
do not deepen the problem of understanding whether the eval will execute something dangerous. On the other
hand, we do not analyze from where the potential attack comes from, but we extract what the eval potentially
executes, and therefore we can detect whether what is executed may be dangerous. In other words, they can
answer to the question "is the source of executed statements trusted?", while we can answer to the question "May
be the executed statement dangerous?". Surely, it could be very interesting to combine these two approaches
for exploiting dynamic analysis in order to make static analysis more precise (for instance, we could analyze
executability for detecting what may be executed only when the source is untrusted).
Finally, there are some hybrid approaches to detect JavaScript malware. In [23] the authors propose a browser
extension for JavaScript malware detection, base on Bayesian classification of hierarchical features of the JavaScript
abstract syntax tree to identify syntax elements that are highly predictive of malware. In other words, it differs
from our approach since we statically analyze the entire program semantics, while they statically analyze the
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syntax structure of what will be executed, by hooking the runtime just before it is executed. [58] mixes machine
learning and dynamic analysis techniques to provide an hybrid approach for JavaScript malware classification
and detection. In the proposed approach the static part of the technique is based on machine learning-based
extraction of syntactic and behavioral features, and therefore again the static component is more a syntactic
analysis, while the semantic analysis is performed dynamically. [61] proposes an automatic behavior model for
malware detection and classification. In particular, the authors model the malware system call graph from its
dynamic execution traces as a FA and propose a learning framework for the classification of 8 different types of
popular JavaScript attacks. Again the semantic analysis is dynamic, and the resulting model is statically classified.
7 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
We conclude highlighting the value, in the context of static analysis, of the framework presented in this paper.
The analysis we have proposed attacks an extremely hard problem in static program analysis by abstract
interpretation, since the standard static analysis assumption (i.e., the program code we want to analyze must
be static) is broken when we have to deal with string-to-code statements. In this paper, we have shown that
even without this assumption, it is still possible for static analysis to semantically analyze dynamically mutating
code in a meaningful and sound way. This provides the very first proof of concept sound static analysis for
self-modifying code based on bounded reflection for a high-level script-like programming language. Hence, our
main original contribution consists in proposing an innovative approach for designing sound static analyzers for
dynamic code, consisting in recursively calling the abstract interpreter on an approximation of the dynamically
generated code. Once the recursive call returns, we continue the standard analysis. The approach we propose is,
in this sense, a truly dynamic static analyzer , keeping the analysis going on, even when code is dynamically built.
Clearly, the framework proposed is just the beginning and still there is much work to do. The most important
future work consists in improving precision, as we discussed in Sect. 5.3, by allowing the analysis to analyze
abstract CFGs and by extending the string abstract domain for representing also ⊤ automaton [50]. Another
direction for improving precision can be that of integrating the proposed static analysis in an hybrid solution, by
using, for instance, taint analysis (or other dynamic analyses) for driving when to apply static analysis, as briefly
discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, we have considered only eval as string-to-code statement, while there are other
ways, for dynamically executing code built out of strings, that should be investigated. However, we strongly
believe that, the same approach used for eval, could be easily applied to any other string-to-code statement.
From a more theoretical point of view, interesting future works consist in exploiting the proposed approach for
analyzing code, independently from the presence of string-to-code primitives, in order to investigate, on dynamic
languages, several application contexts where static analysis by abstract interpretations has been exploited. First
of all, we could trace (abstract) flows of information during execution [32, 34, 44, 45] in order to tackle different
security issues, such as the detection of (abstract) code injections [9, 14] or the formal characterization of dynamic
code obfuscators and of their potency [31, 33]. Moreover, the ability to analyze malware code could be exploited
for extracting code properties which could be used for analyzing code similarity [24], a technique useful for
instance to identify or at least classify malicious code.
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A PROOFS
Here we report all the missing proofs of the results presented in this paper, listed in order of appearance.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. This lemma proves that any µJS program can be written as a sequence of partial state-
ments in ΣpStm. Formally, we need to prove that ∀P ∈ µJS .∃k ∈ N .{σi }i ∈[0,k ] ∈ ΣpStm .P = S(σ0σ1 . . . σk ).
The proof is done by structural induction on the structure of µJS programs. It is worth noting that by definition
of µJS syntax, P = c;, and all the statements composing c are separated by a semi-colon (i.e., ;), hence by trivial
induction on c we can prove that any statement generated by the grammar µJS is in c followed by a semi-colon.
Hence, in the following in the base of the structural induction we consider also c; (we need also c for the induction
in the while and if body). We make the proof by structural induction on c, recalling that S converts a string of
strings (in (Σ∗)∗) in a string of chars (in Σ∗).
Base cases:
• skip and skip;: since both skip, skip; ∈ ΣpStm, by definition and since S on sequences already in Σ∗ is the
identity, the thesis trivially hold.
• x:=e and x:=e;. Let us prove by cases on e
– If e does not contain punctuation symbols, both x:=e, x:=e; ∈ ΣpStm and therefore, as in the previous case,
we have the thesis.
– If e contains at least one punctuation symbol. Let σ e ∈ Σ∗ be the string counterpart of the expression
e and n ∈ N be its length. Let k ∈ N ∖ {0} be the number of punctuation symbols occurring in σ e and
{pi }i ∈[0,k−1] their positions in the string σ e. A representation of the string in ΣpStm is
x:=σ e0 . . . σ
e
p0︸         ︷︷         ︸
∈ ΣSyn
∈ ΣSyn︷ ︸︸ ︷




∈ ΣSyn︷ ︸︸ ︷
. . . σ en
Since p0 is the first position where a punctuation symbol occurs in S(x:=e), the prefix up to σ ep0 form a
partial statement. The following sub-strings, i.e., all the sub-strings betweenpi andpi+1, i > 0, form partial
statements, since between pi and pi+1, in σ e, does not occur any punctuation symbol by construction.
The substring of σ e after pk + 1 (i.e., the next character after the last punctuation symbol of σ e if present)
is a partial statement, since it does not contain other punctuation symbols always by construction.
• eval(s) and eval(s);. Let us prove by cases on s
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– s does not contain punctuation symbols. Thus, eval(s) = S(σ0σ1)with {σi }i ∈[0,1] ⊆ ΣpStm areσ0 = "eval("
and σ1 = "s)". Instead, eval(s);= S(σ0σ1σ2) with {σi }i ∈[0,2] ⊆ ΣpStm are σ0 = "eval(", σ1 = "s)" and
σ2 = ";".
– s contains at least a punctuation symbol. In this case, the string expression s is split similarly to the
expression e in the above proof of the assignment case.
Inductive step:
• c1; c2 (with c1 not ending with ;). For inductive hypothesis, c1 and c2 can be written as concatenation
of partial statements, i.e., ∃k1,k2 ∈ N ∖ {0} .{σi }i ∈[0,k1] ⊆ ΣpStm, {δi }i ∈[0,k2] ⊆ ΣpStm .c2 = S(σ0 . . . σk1 ),
c2 = S(δ0 . . . δk2 ). Moreover, by definition ; ∈ ΣpStm hence, we are able to rewrite the statement c1; c2 with
the partial statements {σi }i ∈[0,k1] of c1, ; and {δi }i ∈[0,k2] of c2.
c1;︸︷︷︸
σ0 . . . σ ′k1 ∈ Σ
∗
pStm
δ0 . . . δk2 ∈ Σ∗pStm︷︸︸︷
c2
where σ ′k ≜ σk ; which is a partial statement since, by hypothesis c1 was not ending with a ;.• while (b) {c} and while (b) {c}; (with c not ending with ;). Let us prove by cases on b
– b does not contain punctuation symbols. By inductive hypothesis, the statement c can be rewritten as
sequence of partial statements i.e., ∃k ∈ N ∖ {0} .{σi }i ∈[0,k] ⊆ ΣpStm. c = S(σ0 . . . σk ). Hence, we can
compose the while statement in the following way (consider the case ending with a semi-colon ;, the






σ0 . . . σ ′k ∈ Σ∗pStm︷︸︸︷
c} ;︸︷︷︸
∈ ΣpStm
where σ ′k ≜ σk } which is a partial statement since by hypothesis c does not end with a ;.
– b contains at least a punctuation symbol. In this case, b is split similarly to e in the proof of the assignment.
• if(b){c}else{c} and if(b){c}else{c}; (with c not ending with ;). The proof is analogous to the while case.
□
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Given an automaton A = (QA, δA,q0, FA, Σ) over the alphabet Σ and the corresponding
automaton ApStm = StmSyn(A) over the alphabet ΣpStm, we generalize the lemma on the language recognized on
a generic state q ∈ QA, namely ∀σ ∈ Σ∗pStm, ∃q ∈ QA. S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A) ⇒ σ ∈ Lq(ApStm)
It is worth noting that the transformation from A to ApStm is performed by the procedure Build (Alg. 3),
computing, given q ∈ QA, the set Iq of pairs (partial statement, reached state), namely the partial statements
recognized from q and the corresponding reached state. The procedure StmSyn (Alg. 2) does not affect the set Iq ,
since it simply builds the desired automaton adding the partial statements and the corresponding reached states
to ApStm (lines 6-8). In particular, the procedure stmsyntr, and in turn the procedure Build at line 6 of Alg. 2, is
recursively called on these reached states. Once a generic couple (σ ,q′) is added to Iq , the corresponding transition
(q,σ ,q′) is added to ApStm. Hence, it is clear that ∃q′ ∈ QA. (σ ,q′) ∈ Iq ⇒ σ ∈ Lq(ApStm), for some q′ ∈ QA. For
this reason, in order to prove the lemma, we focus on showing, given q ∈ QA, that if ∃q′ ∈ QA. S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A)
then (σ ,q′) ∈ Iq . The proof is conduced by induction on the length of σ .
Base cases: |σ | = 1, i.e., σ ∈ ΣpStm. Let suppose that ∃q ∈ QA.S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A). We can split the base cases as follows.
• σ ∈ Punct: The first call to Build (line 6 of Alg. 2) is Build(A,q0), that calls buildtr(q0, ε,) (line 3 of
Alg. 3). By definition, any character of Punct is a single character, meaning that there exists a transition in
A from q0 to q labeled with S(σ ), namely (q0,S(σ ),q) ∈ δA. The transition is taken into account at line 6
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(i.e., the pair (S(σ ),q) ∈ ∆q0 ) and will be eventually selected at line 8. No states have been already marked,
being the first call to buildtr, hence the test at line 9 passes. The test at line 10 fails, since σ ∈ Punct while
the test at line 13 is successful, since S(σ ) ∈ Punct and word.(S(σ )) = S(σ ) ∈ Punct ⊆ ΣpStm. Hence, the
couple (σ ,q) is added to Iq . Other transitions may be selected at line 8 of Alg. 3, without removing the ones
already added.
• σ < Punct: By definition of ΣpStm, any single partial statement is a sequence of some non-punctuation
symbols ending with a punctuation symbol (e.g., x :=5;). Hence, S(σ ) can be rewritten as S(σ ) = S(σ ′p),
p ∈ Punct, σ ′ ∈ (Σ ∖ Punct)∗. Let n = |S(σ ′)| be the length of S(σ ′) and ci be the i-th character of
S(σ ′). Since S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A), there exists a path of A from q0 to q that reads S(σ ) = S(σ ′p), that is
∀i ∈ [0,n − 1]. (qi , ci ,qi+1) ∈ δA ∧ (qn,p,q) ∈ δA.
As in the previous case, the first call to Build is Build(A,q0), that calls buildtr(q0, ε,) (line 3 of Alg. 3).
The transition (q0, c0,q1), i.e., the transition that reads the first symbol of S(σ ), is taken into account at
line 6 and will be eventually selected at line 8. Since no states have been marked yet, the test at line 9 is
successful. c0 is not a punctuation symbol, hence, the current call also passes the test at line 10, performing
a recursive call to buildtr, namely buildtr(q1, c0, {q0,q1}), accumulating c0 in the second parameter of
the recursive call and searching for the first punctuation symbol. In particular, for any i ∈ [0, |n − 1|],
when the transition (qi , ci ,qi+1) is selected at line 8, any recursive call to buildtr on a state qi will fall
down in a recursive call to qi+1, at lines 10-11 of Alg. 3 and it accumulates the current character, namely
ci . Hence, when buildtr is called on the state qn , the parameter word is S(σ ′), and this call corresponds
to the last recursive call of the path we are considering, namely buildtr(qn,S(σ ′), {q0,q1, . . . ,qn}). The
transition (qn,p,q) is added to ∆qn at line 6 and it will be eventually selected at line 8. Since p ∈ Punct and
σ ′p ∈ ΣpStm, the pair (σ ′p,q) = (σ ,q) is added to Iqn .
Inductive step: Let A be a cycle-executable FA and n ∈ N,n > 1. We suppose that ∀σ ∈ Σ∗pStm. |σ | < n, ∃q ∈
QA. S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A) ⇒ σ ∈ Lq(ApStm). We prove that ∀δ ∈ Σ∗pStm. |δ | ≥ n, ∃q′ ∈ QA. S(δ ) ∈ Lq′(A) ⇒ δ ∈
Lq′(ApStm). Consider δ = σσ ′, where σ ′ ∈ ΣpStm, and suppose that ∃q′ ∈ QA. S(δ ) ∈ Lq′(A), meaning that there
exists a path in A from q0 to some state q′ that reads δ . Since S(σ ) is a prefix of S(δ ), it is clear that, starting from
q0, it will reach some stateq ofA, namely ∃q ∈ QA.S(σ ) ∈ Lq(A). Hence, for inductive hypothesis, σ ∈ Lq(ApStm).
Let σ = σ0,σ1 . . . σn−1, where σi ∈ ΣpStm, for i ∈ [0,n−1]. The state q is a reachable state inApStm and, in particular,
it is reached by the last partial statement of σ , namely (σn−1). For our hypothesis, from q it is possible to read
S(σ ′), hence, Build(A,q) will be called at line 6 of Alg. 2. Since the lemma is independent from the state, we can
apply the same cases showed in the base, starting from q and showing that also the pair (σ ′,q′) will be added to
the set Iq , and consequently to ApStm. Concluding, since σ ∈ Lq(ApStm) ∧ (σ ′q′) ∈ Iq ⇒ δ = σσ ′ ∈ Lq′(ApStm) .
Since the generalized lemma has been proved for a generic state q ∈ QA, Lemma 4.2 also holds when q ∈ FA.
□








 π ∈ Paths(CFG(*r1+)),n ∈ N }
Proof. The proof follows by the construction of * · + and CFG and can be easily proved by induction of the
structure of the regular expressions. □
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We recall that S converts a string of strings (in (Σ∗)∗) in a string of chars (in Σ∗), and
tocode interprets a string as a executable code, if possible. Let us prove by induction on the structure of r.
• Let r = d and tocode(S(d)) ∈ µJS, then Gr = CFG(*tocode(S(d)+). By Eq. 1 we have that ∀m ∈ M. ∃Π ⊆
Paths(Gr). Jtocode(S(d))K m ⊑
⊔
π ∈Π JπK m .
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• Let r = d and tocode(S(d)) < µJS, then Gr = CFG(skip). In this case, Jtocode(S(d))K m = m since it cannot
modify memories not being a legal statement. By construction, ∀π ∈ Paths(CFG(skip)) we have that, for
any m ∈ M , Jtocode(S(δ ))K = JπK m = m , hence trivially we have the thesis.
Let us prove now the inductive steps.
• Let r = r1||r2. Since a string δ ∈ L (r1||r2) can be either belong to L (r1) or L (r2), we can split the proof in
two cases. We show the proof when δ ∈ L (r1), the case δ ∈ L (r2) is analogous. Let δ ∈ L (r1). Let Gr1 ≜
CFG(*r1+). Then, for inductive hypothesis, ∀δ ∈ L (r1). ∀m ∈ M ∃Π1 ⊆ Paths(Gr1 ) s.t. Jtocode(S(δ ))K m ⊑⊔
π1∈Π1 Jπ1K m . Let Gr ≜ CFG(*r+) and Π =
{
trueπ1 true
 π1 ∈ Π1 }. By Lemma A.1, Π ⊆ Paths(Gr).
Moreover, since JtrueK m = m , namely true semantics does not alter the input memory, the thesis holds.
Jtocode(S(δ ))K m ⊑
⊔
π1∈Π1








Jtrueπ1 trueK m =
⊔
π ∈Π
JπK m *Compositionality of J·K,Def. of Π+
• Let r = r1r2, Gr1 = CFG(*r1+) and Gr2 = CFG(*r2+). Then, for inductive hypothesis, ∀m ∈ M ∀δ1 ∈
L (r1). ∃Π1 ⊆ Paths(Gr1 ) s.t. Jtocode(S(δ1))K m ⊑
⊔
π1∈Π1 Jπ1K m and ∀δ2 ∈ L (r2). ∃Π2 ⊆ Paths(Gr2 ) s.t.
Jtocode(S(δ2))K m ⊑
⊔
π2∈Π2 Jπ2K m . Let Gr = CFG(*r+) = CFG(*r1r2+) and δ ∈ L (r1r2). Clearly, ∃δ1 ∈
L (r1), δ2 ∈ L (r2). δ1δ2 = δ . W.l.o.g., let us suppose that δ1, δ2 ∈ µJS, since, by definition of * · +P , any
non-executable string would be discarded and replaced by skip, and the thesis would trivially holds




 π1 ∈ Π1, π2 ∈ Π2 }.



















JπK m *Compositionality of J·K,Def. of Π+
• Let r = (r1)∗. Let Gr1 = CFG(*r1+). Then, for inductive hypothesis, ∀δ1 ∈ L (r1). ∀m ∈ M ∃Π1 ⊆
Paths(Gr1 ) s.t. Jtocode(S(δ1))K m ⊑
⊔
π1∈Π1 Jπ1K m Let Gr = CFGGen((r1)∗) andΠ =
{
true(π1 true)n
 π1 ∈ Π1 }.
By Lemma A.1, Π ⊆ Paths(G(r1)∗ ). Let δ1 ∈ L (r1) and δ = (δ1)n ∈ L ((r1)∗), for some n ∈ N. Since r is
regular expression obtained from a cycle executable automaton, δ1 ∈ µJS. Then, ∀m ∈ M we have the thesis.












(Jπ1 trueK m )n =
⊔
π∈Π
JπK# m *Compositionality of J·K,Def. of Π+
□
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